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ABSTRACT
The Use of Communication Skills
In the Community College Classroom
May 1981
Raymond Dennis O'Connor, B.A., Iona College
M.A., University of Pittsburgh, M.A,, Duquesne University
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by; Dr. Norma Jeein Anderson
The community college is an institution that maintains an open
door policy of admission to virtually any applicant. In this endeavor,
the community college reflects the democratic ethic of equal opportunity
for all, regaxdless of one's background or one's economic limits.
Critics of the community college have suggested that this insti-
tution is not so much an open door as a revolving door. Although most
requests for admission are honored, many of the students make a pre-
mature departure by way of withdrawal prior to completing their program.
Other students remain in their curricula but express varied criticisms
of the faculty as uncaring people creating an impersonal atmosphere
in the classroom. Many students, therefore, suffer disillusionment.
This study is an attempt to reverse this withdrawal trend of
students and to invigorate the atmosphere of the classroom. Through a
series of communication skills, faculty members attempted to enhance
their classroom teaching style and reduce their attrition rate.
After several interviews with the researcher, twenty-eight
faculty volunteered to implement these skills in their day-to-day
functioning. The skills were discussed with the researcher and clearly
V
understood by the volunteers. A control group of twenty-eight
faculty was developed which matched the experimental group as closely
as possible. All participants were Holyoke Community College faculty.
At the end of the Fall, I98O Semester, the researcher submitted
a questionnaire (73 items) to both groups. This questionnaire offered
both the groups an opportunity to assess student performance in light
of nine criteria; attendance; withdrawal rate; completed assignments;
grades; student participation; enthusiasm; student requests for help;
student office visits; discussion of subject matter outside of class.
Both groups made assessments of their Fall, I98O students by
comparing them with students in the same course from earlier semesters.
In comparing appraisals of these two groups, the resesircher utilized
statistical tests that indicated significant differences between them
in four areas; student requests for faculty assistance; student dis-
cussion of the material outside the cletssroom; completion of assign-
ments; cind office visits by students. In all four cases, the experi-
mental group reported a higher incidence of the particxilar behavior.
t
Withdrawal rates, unfortunately, were not significantly reduced in
the experimental group. Furthermore, attendance rates apparently were
unaffected by the communication skills. Despite these limits, the use
of communication skills served the volunteer faculty quite well in four
distinct areas. Obviously, more research is needed to explore the
issue of reducing student withdrawals and increasing student attendance
in the community college.
Vi
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%CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
One of the most exciting and innovative approaches to higher
education in the twentieth century is the community college. The
origins of this two-year college system go back to I9OI, at which time
Joliet (Illinois) Junior College was established. Since then, the
community/junior college system has expanded to include approximately
1,200 institutions, of which 875 axe public, and they serve a total
student body population of over two million (Litwack, 1978).
The community college rests upon the revolutionary concept of
open admission. Any person, regardless of high school record, is wel-
come to this institution. Unlike the traditional four-year college or
the typical university, community colleges do not subscribe to competi-
tive exams (£.£., GEEB, ACT) or high school rankings. This reluctance
to make invidious comparisons of candidates for admission is paralleled
by the modest tuition costs of most public two-year colleges. Not only
is the price of education a fraction of the four-yecir college, the
public junior college offers scholaxships and other forms of financial
aid to students unable to meet even these low tuition payments.
In its refusal to insist upon above-average high school performance
and in its ability to avoid high tuition costs, the community college
has recruited people from populations usually ignored by higher educa-
tion. Students rejected by the four-yeax college or university axe
1
2welcome to this relative newcomer in higher education. The community
college appears very egalitarian and democratic in its open admission
policy. In its avoidance of elitism and social snobbery, this insti-
tution has drawn the admiration of many educational leaders.
An obvious need exists for examining the effectiveness of the
community college with this untradltional student population. For one
reason or another, many of these students have experienced some degree
of failure in high school. Others have failed to finish high school
but managed to secure an equivalency diploma. Still others have neither
a diploma nor an equivalency. They all appear at the community college's
threshold. How viable is the community college program in reversing the
past failures of its students? Furthermore, does the community college
offer an environment that maximizes the potential of these people?
Aside from improved academic performance, does the community college
student experience personal growth and self-actualization?
Problem
A review of the literature on community colleges reveals a sur-
prising number of unresolved problems unique to this institutional
setting. The college setting itself is bewildering to the person
unfamiliar with the bureaucratic maze so characteristic of higher edu-
cation. Long and complicated forms, confusing registration procedures,
bewildering decisions about curriculiim, and emerging issues of self-
concept ajid self-esteem are problems that plague the uninitiated
commimity college student.
3Despite the pressing needs of students for effective student per-
sonnel staff, research indicates several disturbing realities regard-
ing the counselor-coininunity college student relationship. In the first
place (Hinks, I976)
,
the ratio of students to counselor at most junior
colleges is 60O-I, an overwhelming caseload for any professional. In
addition, a national survey of community college counselors (Litwack,
1978) reveals their self-perception to be that of vocational counselors,
aiding students in curriculum/career decisions only. While counselors
need to assist their clients in the airea of career choice, these very
same students may possess a more fundcimental need—that of personal
counseling. Prior to a decision about a vocational field, the student
needs to become aware of himself/herself as a person. Unfortunately,
many counselors appear averse to exploring such personal areas with
students
.
If student needs were consistent with the areas preferred by coun-
selors, then a problem would not exist. However, a major assessment of
community colleges (Bounds, 1977) discovered that students held very
negative attitudes toward the counseling staff. Student evaluations of
counselors ranged from their being inaccessible to being inflexible or
irrelevant. Indeed, many counselors also recognize their deficiencies
and clamor for aissistance (Goodman and Beard, 1976).
The present study was undertaken in an effort to remedy this con-
dition. To that end, this paper offers a course of action intended to
reverse this unseemly condition and improve the caliber of counseling
in the community college.
4The counselor has the formidable task of helping the student cope
with diverse problems. The community college administration has
assigned the counselor myriad responsibilities dealing with the stu-
dent's financial, educational, personal, and family responsibilities.
In comparison to the more academic functioning of traditional faculty,
the counseling staff deal with student issues of dally importance.
Ironically, despite their obvious importance, the counseling staff is
overworked. Holyoke Community College, for example, has a student body
of 2,300 (full-time), a faculty of I33 (full-time) and a full-time
counseling staff of six. Cleaxly, the students' needs aire not being
met, the counselors' effectiveness is impeded by a backlog of students,
and the community college's mission of educating people with untradi-
tional backgrounds and vaxied needs is not being carried out.
Evidence to sustain this claim is available in several measurable
ways. Attrition rates, whether in the form of not completing the
semester or not returning for the next semester, are unduly high.
Failing grades, academic probation, and dismissal from the college are
also very common. Missed classes, overcut courses, and failing grades
for non-attendance are problems very pronounced in community colleges.
A contradiction is apparent in the registration for class by a
student who then drops out shortly after the semester staxts. Simi-
larly, a student appears self-destructive when he violates a class
attendance policy and so receives a failing grade. However, closer
scrutiny of these behaviors may lead to alternative interpretations,
for it is possible that these problems may be of an institutional
nature and thus require the intervention of institutional agents.
5Traditionally, institutional problems of the student have been within
the purview of the student personnel staff. Given existing class size,
and future budgeting constraints, these counselors cannot deal with
these problems endemic to the community college student.
Background
The unfortunate circumstances of junior college counseling have
not been undetected. Educational leaders have been examining many
facets of the community colleges, including the student personnel ser-
vices. While some critics have revealed their biases against this type
of education regardless of its recognizable qualities and potential
benefits, other experts have maintained their objectivity, construc-
tively examined this two-year setting, and submitted their findings.
A number of such distinguished scholars have been especially critical
of the counseling services in this milieu.
One seminal study (Medsker, I960, p. 162) was very explicit;
"The existing community college counseling programs are inadequate."
Another more recent study (Warnath, 1973) criticized community college
counselors for middle class biases. However, some counselors are sen-
sitive to their social class differences from many of the students, and
they have avoided judging those who possess a different set of values.
Despite their openness, many of these counselors have failed to draw
students and assist them with their issues. Terry O'Bajiion, one of the
most widely recognized figures in community college education, is con-
vinced that students are not visiting the counselor because of his/her
6physical Isolation. Specifically, students are unaware of the student
personnel office, its purpose and its location; consequently, O'Banlon
urges the counselors to relocate, to leave their offices ajid offer
their services in places where students congregate—near a lounge or
proximate to the cstfeteria.
The urgency of the need to reexamine this component of the com-
ni^^ity College becomes dramatic after reviewing several studies on the
student constituency of the junior college. These students have needs,
both academic and personal, that require undivided attention and
genuine commitment from concerned counselors (Aughinburgh, 1976).
Ironically, a persistent complaint found in many students' assessments
of the junior college counselors is that they axe meager in the time
allotted to the student (Pearce, 1976) and that they do not listen to
and understand the problems of the students (Jackson, 1972). These
problems are compounded when the counselors confront an administrative
bureaucracy which is very doubtful of the validity of or need for
counseling (Herrick, 1971).
Purpose of the Study
The test of a society, as of an institution, is not
whether it is improving, although certainly such a test
is relevant, but whether it is adequate to the needs of
the present and of the forseeable future. Our educating
institutions fail that test: schools, colleges, churches,
newspapers, maigazines, television stations and networks,
all fall short of what they could be, of what they must be
if we are to find meaning and purpose in our lives, in our
society, and in our world.
Charles E. Silberman
Crisis in the Classroom
7The problem confronted in this study relates to a difficulty com-
munity college students are experiencing. The purpose of this study
has been, therefore, to develop strategies to alleviate this condition,
to create a structure whereby students who desire counseling assistance
may find it readily available.
At first glimpse, the goals of this study appear to be confronted
with insurmountable obstacles. The fiscal limits being placed on
public higher education eliminate ary possibility of enlarging the
counseling staff. Furthermore, in most community colleges the existing
high ratio of students to counselor makes remote the possibility of
meaningful counseling with a substantial number of the students.
Clearly, a new structure is necessary to meet the personal non-academic
needs of the student.
Various suggestions to remedy this problem have appeared in written
form. One particular study (Helfgot, 1978) urged the counseling staff
of the community college to be involved in classroom instruction as
well as counseling. However, this proposal ha^ some important disad-
vantages. In the first place, most counselors have graduate training
in psychology and/or counseling; consequently, they would satisfy the
requirements of teaching only in the psychology department of the local
two-year institution. The problems attendant upon the counselors'
entry into this area are obvious. Existing psychology faculty would
not have enough sections to satisfy their contractual requirements,
competitive struggling for adequate sections would ensue, and divisive
infighting ajnong the teaching personnel would result.
8Aside from the destructive consequences of such an action, its in-
tended benefits are in doubt. If the counseling staff does teach a
four or five section load of psychology courses, they axe still making
themselves available to only a fraction of the students. Even if the
student body realized the availability of counselors in psychology
classes, many of them would be unable to elect these classes due to
the rigid curriculum requirements characteristic of many junior college
prograjns.
This paper presents, therefore, ax adaptation of Helfgot's recom-
mendation. Instead of four or five counselors being integrated into
the existing teaching faculty, the community college faculty themselves
have been exposed to a variety of counseling and communication skills
that should make them more effective in their classroom work. The com-
munity college faculty member would thus become both a classroom instruc-
tor of a particulax discipline and a person trained in and fajniliax with
certain counseling techniques. The problem in the community college
may not be one of academically unsound faculty but one of humanistically
untrained people. In other words, students may be withdrawing from
biology class not because of a biology instructor who did not prepare
his class, but because of a well-trained biology instructor who never
paid attention to the students. The student who stops coming to
sociology cleiss may be commenting not on the instructor's knowledge of
the subject but on the instmictor's lack of knowledge of him. Beyond
their traditional areas of academic expertise, community college
faculty can benefit from communication skills and skills in interpersonal
relationships."
9Significance of the Study
Every teacher is in his own way a psychologist. Every-
thing he does, says, or teaches has or could have a
psychological Impact. What he offers helps children todiscover their resources and their limitations. He is
the central figure in countless situations which cein help
the learner to realize and accept himself or which may
Taring humiliation, shame, rejection, and self-disparagement.
Arthur T. Jersild
In Search of Self
The aim of this project is to contribute to the improvement of
teaching in the community college as a result of enhancing the communi-
cation skills of faculty members. A faculty member who has become
familiar with the techniques of counseling and the art of communication
can relate in a more effective manner with students in his/her classes.
Students who come in contact with such an instructor may feel confident
in seeking this instructor out for other than academic reasons. In
other words, the skilled faculty member has become the helpful listener,
the concerned teacher. While a study by Hardee (1976) appears to sug-
gest the use of faculty for counseling, no similar study for commimity
college faculty seems to exist. The present study appears to be novel
in its attempt to incorporate the traditionally exclusive teacher-
counselor roles. To Illustrate the apparent uniqueness of this study,
very recent analyses of the community college (Helfgot, 1978) are still
advancing the traditional notion of the counselor as a part-time
faculty member. He/she would, in other words, be in the counseling
office part-time and teaching part-time.
10
The strategy developed in this proposal is different from that
of junior college critics such as Helfgot. This proposal has been
implemented by making the basic communication skills of counseling
available to the entire faculty. The humanistic foundations upon which
these skills are based have thus been made manifest to college teachers
who may never have been exposed to them. Lastly, no outlay of addi-
tional state monies has been required. This proposal has involved no
expense and has utilized those existing faculty who sire interested in
becoming more effective with the students entrusted to them. The
intention has not been to replace the existing counseling staff at the
community college; rather, the objective is to train faculty to assist
students who might otherwise not seek out counseling. Indeed, the
faculty members who assist in counseling students are performing a
valuable ancillary service to the college and are lightening the burden
of an otherwise overwhelmed student personnel office.
Nature of the Study
Anything you can do to Increase communication in your
class will reduce your need to impose order by authority,
and reduce the student's need to rebel against that
authority. The class will become more a place for listen-
ing ajid learning, and less a place for fighting auid an-
tagonism.
John 0. Stevens
Awcireness
The problem described in this project hats focused on the current
situation in community colleges wherein large numbers of students vriio
need counseling assistance find the student personnel officers
11
overworked and understaffed. As indicated earlier, many students
regard their treatment by the counseling staiff as impersonal and per-
functory. Other students are unaware of this office's very existence.
A third category of students experiences credibility problems with the
staff, finding them lacking in understanding or empathy.
This paper has viewed this problem with an interest in the future.
It has examined this unfortunate situation with the purpose of con-
tributing suggestions that might change or improve this condition.
The alternative solutions offered here do not demand the outlay of
substantial sums of money, new personnel, or a radical restructuring
of the community college system.
The methodology, therefore, has been one of action research.
This dissertation has spanned one semester at Holyoke Community College
(Fall, 1980). It started with faculty members being informed of these
techniques of communication and counseling and being offered the oppor-
tunity to volunteer for testing their effectiveness with their classes
over the period of fourteen weeks, from the first week in September,
1980, to the second week in December, I98O.
The emphasis in this study has not been on sophisticated instru-
ments of data collection. Since it is not utilizing a rigorous scien-
tific methodology, criticisms as to the validity ard reliability of
the study may result. In defense, the words of a recognized researcher
are offered: "Even very rough techniques may yield interesting and
even important data when they are applied to important concepts,
propositions and theories" (Phillips, 1971 f P* I80)
.
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The collected data in this paper are based on a questionnaire con-
sisting of eighty-two questions (See Appendix B.) submitted to the
twenty-eight faculty member volunteers. A similar questionnaire was
sent out to a control group of twenty-eight faculty members who were
not exposed to the communication skills. These two groups have been
compared in terms of a variety of variables.
Some of the data are qualitative and somewhat subjective. Despite
the risk of bias, the involved faculty have been exposed to a set of
humanistic assumptions, a variety of counseling techniques, and a type
of classroom experience that has been invaluable to teachers as well
as students.
This chapter has suggested the shortcomings of counseling in the
community college. The background of this problem has been described
and an overview of the present study has been given. The remaining
chapters will provide specific details of this study.
Chapter II will explore the literature dealing with the various
facets of counseling in the community colleges and the unique nature
of the student body at these institutions.
Chapter III will set forth the design of the study and examine its
scope, limits, and procedure.
Chapter IV will summarize in tabular form the data resulting from
this study and examine their implications.
Finally, Chapter V will discuss the results, examine the con-
clusions, and make recommendations for further research.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The community college system is one facet of a vast complex of
American institutions vdiich offer education beyond high school. This
system is based upon principles of geographical access, open admission,
and very reasonable cost. Given its relative newness, the community
college is still developing mechajiisms to make it more effective for
its student body
. This chapter will review the literature dealing
with one critical dimension of the community college—its quality of
counseling service.
From its inception, the community college was designed to follow
certain betsic principles not applicable to the four-year college. The
community college would, for example, welcome all citizens who desire
education, regardless of their high school record. In addition, this
institution would develop a variety of progreims to meet the students'
needs. Furthermore, the faculty emphasis would be on excellence in
teaching, not in research or publishing. Lastly, this community
college system was to provide guidance services to assist students
(Thornton, I966) . In the words of Burton Clairk,
the community college may be viewed as a place where all
high school graduates have an opportunity to explore possible
ceLreers and find types of education appropriate to them at
their ability; in short, the community college was a place
where everyone is admitted and everyone succeeds, (i960,
p. 576)
13
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The community college is an exciting aspect of higher education in
its attempt to recruit people who would traditionally be ignored by
most four-year colleges. Vfhether the obstacle is tuition, mediocre
high school average, low SAT scores, or the absence of a high school
diploma, many potential students, >dio could benefit from a college
education, fall by the wayside. The unaccepted students created by
these competitive hurdles are discovering an alternative to academic
rejection—the community college.
While community college faculty and administrators may derive
recognition for the egalitarian ethic of "open admission," their job
with these students has only begun. For at least two years, the com-
munity college will be the institution where these formerly ignored
students can be influenced and directed. Given the problems that some
of them have, the college staff—in particulair, the student personnel
staff—need to be zealous in responding to the students* needs.
Many researchers regard the community college counselor as a
pivotal staff member (Creamer, 1972; Yarrington, 1974). In addition to
the traditional duties of scheduling, program planning, and teaching,
the counselor in many junior colleges has other assignments. "The
counselor acts as the liaison between the remedial department and other
divisions within the institution. He is often a contact between
industry, business and much of the community" (Moore, 1970, p. 86).
Increasingly, higher education is assigning to the counselor more and
more responsibility. In addition, federal legislation, through the
National Defense Education Act of 1959 » has provided universities with
funds to train counselors, has encouraged colleges to employ counselors
15
full-time, and has insisted upon a separation of the counseling function
from the teaching role (Stewart and Weimath, I965)
.
At first glimpse, the reader may be impressed by the substantial
responsibility entrusted to the community college counselor by the
administration. The federal government, likewise, seems very impressed
by the work of the counselor. While raising questions about counselor
effectiveness in the community college may elicit some negative
responses from concerned people, this chapter attempts, nonetheless,
to present a candid and forthright appraisal of community college
counseling.
Certain criticisms made about the community college serve as
pointed reinforcement for this examination. As Braver states:
The students at community college have a great variety of
experiences. There are wide economic, racial, religious,
ethnic, emotional, and age differences. Although we are
all aware of these differences, the service we pay to them
is in many cases through our lips only (1973, p. 28).
Even the monitoring body of the community colleges (American Associ-
ation of Community and Junior Colleges)
,
at its Second National Assem-
bly found fault with their counseling staffs throughout the country.
Among other observations, the Assembly was critical of the underrepre-
sentation of women and certain ethnic group members in areas of ad-
ministration and counseling (Yarrington, 197^). Given these factors
alone, a review of community college counseling is justifiable.
Such an Investigation is all the more appropriate since both
components—the community college and the art of school counseling
—
are less than seventy-five yeaxs old. This paper has already described
16
the origins of the community college. As for counseling, its history
in the United States can be traced back to I916
,
when testing for
individual differences first appeared in American higher education.
Shortly thereafter, group testing wcls implemented in World War I to
help determine manpower placement in the military. During the 1930's,
two counseling techniques appeared—Williamson's counselor-centered
approach and Rogers' client-centered model. Toward the end of the
1930 's the Carnegie Foundation funded research to combat unemployment.
Thus, a type of career counseling emerged. In the I950's, universities
began to recognize the importance of counselors, a movement given
impetus by the federal legislation described above.
Since both the community college and the discipline of counseling
are relative newcomers to higher education, an examination of them
both through a review of the literature should offer not only insight
into the uniqueness of the community college but also directions for
counseling to take in that particulax environment. The time span for
the literature review is from i960 to 1979* Hopefully, this paper may
serve to make the delicate and crucial counseling role a more effective
one in the community college.
The Counselor's Milieu—the Community College
Models of Education . Higher education in America has traditionally
operated on a set of philosophical premises called the Selective Edu-
cation Model. An examination of the literature about this model
reveals that its basic premises reflect Social Darwinism. Some
17
students, allegedly the brighter ones, will survive the rigorous regi-
men of the college curriculum; however, others (the "less bright") will
fall by the wayside—victims of mid-semester withdrawals, too many
incompletes, or academic probation. The model is supposed to filter
out the wheat from the chaff, the gifted from the mediocre.
Such elitist notions are still endemic to the Amerlcaji system of
higher education. In spite of our beliefs in mass education, some pro-
fessors express convictions that many students axe unsuitable for
college. Their comments are especially inappropriate in the community
college system, idiich hats a mission of attempting to reach out and
offer a second chance to those who have not fared well in high school.
While many colleges have made adjustments in curriculum to remedy a
deficient high school education, these attempts will prove futile if
teachers or counselors doubt the appropriateness of a person's
presence in the college classroom.
To understand the contradiction between the selective education
model with the philosophy of the community college, this researcher
examined the premises that are the foundation for this model. The model
suggests that the college screen out students through ainy one of several
methods—testing, grading, or counseling (Moore, 197^). Students are
expected to benefit from the methods of instructors and their concepts
of curriculum. The students axe automatically supposed to recognize as
valid their professors' goals and objectives. Docile and obedient, the
student should pursue his degree without questioning curriculum or
suggesting change.
18
Interestingly, the counselor was, in this model, a regulator or
repressor (O'Banion, 1973). The Student Personnel Office served as an
arm of the President's Office to hold students in check. As O'Banion
states, "The Student Personnel officer works as a mercenary at war with
students. He tends to "behave in ways that regulate, rebuff or rebuke
students. In this model, counseling is institution oriented" (1970,
p. 8).
Another Investigator regarded this selective model as an "excuse
for not caring about the fate of those left out students" (Moore, 1974,
p. 4). Such an accusation is troublesome in its implications; indeed,
the suggestion that counselors are participating in a process that
leads to student withdrawal is frightening. Are counselors loyal
primarily to the institution or to the student? One study (Vafankas,
1974 ) explored the counselor's competing loyalties to his client and
to his college. The 174 counselors in the sample were employed in
twenty public community colleges in the Middle West. In the test, they
were confronted with fifteen hypothetical case problems and chose a
response from a list of five courses of action for each case. The
responses were categorized in five stages of orientation: punishment,
institutional, societal. Individual, and principle. A chi-square
analysis was used and the results were found significant.
Over half ( 58^) oT these counselors demonstrated an institutional
orientation. When they faced a problematic situation in these des-
criptions, they were more concerned with protecting the school and
not in helping the client. Furthermore, as the counselors' ctge
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Increased, the orientation became more punitive. Even more alarming.
3^ of the counselors had never dealt with abortion, suicide, or un-
voted pregnancies. Their unfamiliarity with these Issues Is Ironic,
since these problems are all too common among the college population.
The student confronted by one of them is likely to be overwhelmed and
in search of help, but evidently he/she does not seek out the college
counselor.
This presentation of the counseling staff would be biased if it
failed to acknowledge the presence of people sensitive and devoted to
students in the cominunity college. However, as long as faculty, staff,
and administration view the college experience as a sorting out
process, their well-intentioned efforts are likely to be fruitless.
This selective model philosophy, wherein students are seen in a
survival-like setting, leads the college staff to see students in one
of two categories—adequate or inadequate, intelligent or unintelligent.
These notions betray traces of Social Darwinism, a theory of life that
^
is at odds with humanistic education. The need is obvious—a new
model that education can base itself upon. The selective education
model is based on unviable philosophical premises, it fosters the worst
form of competitiveness among students, and it deprives substajitial
numbers of people the completion of a college program.
Fortunately, the literature does describe a new educational
model--the Student Development Model--that could replace the selective
education model. This new approach to students involves two components.
In the first one, students can receive academic credit for certain
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types of learning experience that they acquired in the outside world.
This provision has been recognized in the educational sector through
the GLEP testing; consequently, this first element seems quite accept-
able to the colleges. The second component is more challenging and
controversial. Community college faculties are called upon to advise
teams of students vdio are developing new instructional prograjns
appropriate to their needs (O'Banion, 1972). In this case, traditional
teaching subjects are abandoned in favor of new courses. In addition,
students are instrumental in formulating these new courses. The
sharing of power is a central feature of this proposal, as is sub-
stantial flexibility on the part of community college faculties.
Another model, the Therapeutic Model, has been adopted by a
number of counselors who have repudiated the selective education model.
While their rejection of the latter model is timely, their adoption of
the therapeutic model is unfortunate (Stewart and Wamath, I965)
.
O'Banlon's proposal specifies basic changes in the counselor's function.
The counselor is no longer to be a psychologist or therapist providing
t
service to only a few selected students.
The therapeutic model does not simply limit the counselor's con-
tact to a few selected students with intense personal problems. In
addition, this model tends to make the counselor disdainful of other
important student personnel functions, such as academic advising and
student activities (O'Banion, 1970). In this context, the counselor
becomes an isolated part of the college community, to be sought out
only when the student is in desperate personal need.
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O'Banlon's reoo»e„dations for counselors also urge that they dis-
card the service model some may have (I972). In this model, the person
Is viewed strictly as student, not as a human being. The only needs
that the counselor sees In the student are those Immediately related to
his school life, consequently, the counselor's services are useful, but
not of primary Importance. They relate only In a remote manner to the
rest of the student's life.
l^ese recommendations for faculty and counselors have become in-
coiporated into a concept described as the "Student Development Model."
The literature offers many insights into the implications of this
model and its actual use in various community colleges. One proponent
of this model calls the model
a philosophical position vdilch affirms the belief that the
best way to educate people is to Integrate fully all ob-jectives of learning—cognitive, affective or psycho-motor
—toward an end of self determination in all human beings
(Creamer, I977
,
p. 2 ).
A similar point of view regards the student as a "growing organism
capable of moving toward self fulfillment and responsible social
development" (O'Banion, 1972, p. 9 ).
This student model includes three basic assumptions: the student
is an active and responsible participant in his/her own educational
and growth process; secondly, the student must make, with help and
support, his/her own decisions and deal with their consequences;
lastly, in the community college staff, members must work collabora-
tively in the educational process (Smith, 1970).
If this student development model is to operate effectively, well-
intentioned but ill-trained staff is Inadequate. The literature
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emphasizes the Importance of the well-trained counselor as a vital
force in implementing this model. The counselor must be a trained and
competent professional possessing a broad based set of skills.
Specifically, his repertoire must include skills in career counseling,
testing, and affective education (Young and Harris, 1977). Further-
more, the counselor should possess a substantial measure of self
motivation and be able to work with a minimum of structure (O'Banion,
1971 ). Instead of reacting to crises, the counselor in this model is
an Interventionist in improving the learning environment (Mitchell,
1976)
.
The Texas Public Community College System has implemented a stu-
dent development program in forty-two of its community colleges
(Broad, 1975)* The goals of this program are twofold. The first ob-
jective is to improve cognitive skills of the students in order to
enhance their academic success; secondly, the program attempts to en-
gage in affective development of the student. In this case, the student
strengthens his/her self concept, develops motivation, and lessens the
chances of attrition. Students enter the prograjn as a result of low
scores on entrance examinations, a history of low scholastic achieve-
ment, or reentry into college after a long absence.
Another investigator (Mitchell, 1976) investigates the nationwide
trends in human development curricula in the community colleges. The
paper also offers a three-dimensional view of student development. In
the first place, the student would acquire skills and knowledge that
would assist him/her in the business and social world; secondly, the
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person would recognize his/her ability to determine his/her own growth
as a person; and thirdly, he/she would learn to cope with and direct
his/her own environment.
Philosophy of Gonununity College C^ounseling
. A traditional notion or
concept of the college counselor has been that of a service person, a
regulator, or a therapist (O'Banion, 1970). This view of the counselor
has its origins in the American university. While counseling of this
nature may be appropriate in a traditional, four-yeair college with
dormitory housing and substantial leisure time for its students, it
may be very inappropriate for the community college and its new type
of student.
Since the community college has a different type of student than
the university, the community college counselor must effect fundamental
changes in his/her style of performance. Instead of waiting for the
student to see the counselor, the counselor may have to seek out
clients. Furthermore, the counselor needs to be intimately involved in
the educational process and not isolated from the academic wing of the
campus. Indeed, the very structure of the counseling services may need
to evolve for the unique dynamics of each campus (Young, 197?). In
other words, initiative on the part of the counselor, aJ-ong with inti-
mate involvement in the daily academic and community processes, is
essential if the counselor is to be responsive to this type of student
(O'Banion, 1970).
An archetype of this new kind of counseling exists, and might
offer Itself as a model. The community college system in Illinois has
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developed a document that sets forth the philosophical basis for stu-
dent counseling programs (Helfgot, I977 ) . This document suggests that
any counseling system must recognize that the community college is
community based and goal oriented, with emphasis placed on the inte-
gration of living and learning. Instead of focusing on the student
part of the individual, the professional counselor must be active in
the total human development of the student. This provocative document
insists upon integration of counseling and other school activities,
with an aim of maximizing the student's chances to reach his/her poten-
tial. As a result of consulting with the student, the counselor should
assist the client in goal setting, personal assessment, and development
of change strategies.
first glance, this document, with its attendant recommendations,
might appear as an isolated and, therefore, unrepresentative slant on
community college counseling. Such an assumption is quite inaccurate.
The community college leaders in the state of Washington have pre-
sented a philosophical position paper consistent with the position of
the Illinois community college system. The Washington paper claims
that the goal of a community college counseling program is to offer a
vaxiety of programs, services, and related experiences vdiich will
maximize a student's chances for making responsible decisions. Further-
more, these important decisions are not confined to the student aspect
of the person's life. Instead, the student will, with the assistance
of the counselor, make decisions relative to the educational, personal,
social, and vocational facets of his life (Anderson, 1972).
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The Counselor at Work
A Profile of^ Gonununity College Counselor
. Substantial data are
available that deal with objective, easily measurable features of the
counselor In the community college. This research Is an Invaluable
tool In any analysis of the student service component since the profile
It presents offers a variety of Insights Into the needs of the coun-
seling staff, Its level of training, and Its accessibility.
'*'he studies completed, the most exhaustive analysis of
counselors In the community colleges was published less than three
years ago (Lltwack, 1978). The author sent out a questionnaire to all
1,203 community colleges In the United States, and he secured a return
of 426, or 33^. The questionnaires returned Indicated a total of
2,168 personnel were listed as counselors, with 181 of them holding
the doctoral degree. While the top salaries hovered around $20,000, a
substantial discrepancy existed between private and public community
colleges, with the latter paying more. In terms of responsibilities,
these counselors regard vocational counseling as first In priority and
academic as second. Furthermore, they emphasized the growing Importance
of group counseling (p, 3^0). This emphasis on group counseling appears
In other studies (Michigan State Board of Education, 196?)
.
This last fact Is very provocative, since a study of a comparable
nature found out that many non-transfer students, especially disad-
vantaged students, needed Individual help (Aughlnburgh, I969 ) • The
group counseling approach that Lltwack reported as most favored by
counselors could be a direct result of certain realities In the
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conununity college environment. According to Paul Minks (I976), for
instance, the typical counseling program, based on his sample of 111
community colleges, consists of a student-counselor ratio of 6OO-I;
in addition the counselor may be called upon to counsel in any of
several areas, and he/she typically has a Master’s Degree (p. 22). The
description continues, mentioning a median age of forty-two, desig-
nation as an administrator in most community colleges, and operating
within a budgetary range of $110,000 to $230,000.
The above data present a picture that majiy counselors would find
less than satisfying. Aside from insufficient training ajid mediocre
salary, the 6OO-I student-counselor ratio is intolerable. The only
apparent remedy is group counseling. With this technique, large
numbers of students can allegedly be served by the counseling staff
(Brooks cuid Avila, 1973).
Unfortunately, community college students are not the homogenous
type of population that counselors assume them to be (Wamath, 1973).
Some students might find group counseling incompatible with their
needs
; others might find the necessary level of interpersonal trust in
the group too overwhelming to aissume. Obviously, in such cases, coun-
selors cire ill-advised to recommend group counseling. Some counselors
do recognize their need for a greater awaireness of student differences.
In one study (Elterich, 1979 ) i counselors expressed their greatest dis-
satisfaction with their performance in the aurea of professional func-
tioning. In this case, they doubt their level of expertise to meet
student needs.
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This sense of counselors- anxiety atout their ability to meet the
responsibilities of their office has teen dealt with In the literature.
Suggestions to Improve counselor morale have Included experimental
workshops In which new approaches to students have teen explored
(Whatley. 1974) . Recommendations about reducing the varied aspects of
the office of counselor have also teen advanced (Devolder, I969)
; in
these cases, the objective Is not so much to reduce the workload as It
is to increase levels of expertise (Cross, 1972).
Aside from the innovative suggestions advanced in the literature
for the counselor in the community college setting, other investigators
have reminded the counselors of their limits in dealing with students.
Specifically in dealing with severely troubled clients, the counselor
IS urged to refer such cases to community mental health psychothera-
pists (Jones, 1970 ; Miller, I976)
. Counselors need to distinguish be-
tween the lonely, isolated student (who could benefit from the
counselor) and the genuinely disturbed person who needs intensive
treatment (Hudesman, 1977).
Efforts to articulate the role of counselor have appeared in the
literature. The pioneer work of M. R. Raines (I965) attempted to
measure counselor effectiveness using twenty-one distinct functions.
His approach to this issue of counselor effectiveness did not directly
deal with student needs; rather, he focused his attention on institu-
tional services. More recent data have appeared where counselor
effectiveness has concentrated on the client (Kuhl, I969)
. This latter
approach to counseling effectiveness is reminiscent of Carl Rogers’
insistence upon the absolute loyalty of counselor to client (I96I).
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Some researchers have pointed out the need for relevancy and
accountability of the counseling services at the local community colleges
(Williams, I978 ) . This need for demonstrating the need for and value of
counseling may help compensate for the low regard in which many coun-
selors are held in community colleges. As one critic has stated:
Counselors are relegated to the bottom of the hierarchial ladder in
the college organizational structure" (Stubbins, I967
,
p. IOI 3 ) . Their
marginal status may be due to their criticism of faculty, to their com-
petition for funding, or to their emphasis on personal development at
the alleged expense of intellectual development (Dressel, 1970).
Whatever the reasons for the apparent disdain that many community
college counselors face, a need to demonstrate their value is self
evident. Fortunately, recent efforts to measure effectiveness have
appeared in the literature. Alfred Hecht (1976) has described a coun-
selor evaluation instriament with proven validity and reliability. This
test measures counselor effectiveness through the use of a semantic
differential scale
. The instrument has already been used at Moraine
Valley Community College in Illinois and the results are Included in
this study. Other investigators (Drew, 1977; Williams, 1978) also
offer suggestions about calculating the effectiveness of community
college counseling. Work has also been done on student evaluations of
counselor effectiveness, which is presented in another section of this
paper.
One particular area of prolific research is that of the role of
the counselor. An examination of the literature reveals at least four-
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teen articles which have as part of their title "the role of the coun-
selor", furthermore, other literature exists that deals with this topic
Without explicitly citing it in the title.
A particular area of concern for the counselor's role seems to
deal with administrative conflict. Given the existing bureaucratic
structure of most community colleges, counselors are under the juris-
diction of administrators, some of whom are very skeptical of the value
of counseling (Herrick, I971 ). other administrative heads do not
categorically deny the validity of the counselor's role, but. Instead
ascribe priorities that the counselor does not share (Wolf, 1975)
.
Other research indicates a complete disregard among some community
college administrators of the sensitive and non-bureaucratic nature of
the counseling framework (Crosby, 1976).
Even if the role of the counselor is not disputed by the upper-
echelon staff members of the college hierarchy, difficulty often comes
from students being somewhat at odds with the counselor's performance.
Many students do not share the expectations of counselors that coun-
selors have (Seegmiller, 1977) ; indeed, specific programs failed due to
student-counselor confusion over the latter's role (Millonzi, 1977).
Interestingly, this difference in perception of the counselor's role as
seen by the student is a problem whether the environment is a community
college or a university, and whether the student is male or female
(Medvene, 1978).
Given the sense of dissatisfaction with the counselor's superiors
as well as his/her clients, one should not be surprised at the need for
some serious reaissessment of the counselor's role. Recommended changes
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cover the spectrum, one Investigator (Jones. I97O)
.
for Instance,
recommended a complete separation of academic advising from the coun-
selor role, while another Investigator (Helfgot. 1978) urged the coun-
selor to be an actively teaching faculty member. Other studies
(Michalak. I970 ) cautioned counselors In their use of power and re-
minded them of the need to close the generation gap with the students.
Some investigators claimed that the counselor's role was so unclear
and contradictory as to constitute an "identity crisis" for this
person (Whitehead, I975 , p. 47).
Fortunately, coimselors have not found themselves alone In their
struggle to define themselves articulately. In fact, one study (St.
Louis Junior College, 197^) drafted a document that all the counselors
agreed with and signed. This statement clearly expressed the areas of
student work that are the exclusive domain of the counselor (personal,
career, and transfer)
; in addition, it spelled out the need for col-
laborative effort on the part of faculty and administrators with the
counselors. Lastly, the document stressed the need for institutional
recognition of the autonomy of the counselor and the sacredness of the
bond between student and counselor and reminded the reader that tra-
ditional notions of work productivity do not apply in the delicate
I
work of counseling. Michigan Community Colleges also started to ex-
plore new definitions of the counselor with an attempt to increase
his/her recognition in the community college campus (Galant, 1977)
.
Other studies (Goodman and Beard, 1975) also elaborated on the varied
and heavy tasks that community colleges traditionally assign to
counselors.
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— Assessment of Cpunsellns in Community College
. In any
worthwhile assessment of the efforts of community college counselors,
the clientele should be a primary resource in gathering feedback. In
this case, students are the clients and they are critical in gaining a
sense of the effectiveness of the counseling service. A review of the
literature revealed no student assessments of counseling until the last
eleven years.
The earliest data on student evaluation appealed in a system-wide
report of Kansas junior colleges (Anderson, I969)
. Although the author
does not comment on the findings, he presents his data in tabulax form
for the reader to examine. The students expressed some reservations
about the professionalism of the counseling staff. The relatively
high dissatisfaction of the Kansas students is similar to the Harcum
Junior College study (Blal, 1975) • In this case, all the student body
this Pennsylvania school evaluated the entire college structure by
means of the five-point Likert scale. Of the four areas of the school
examined, the students were least satisfied (only k8%) with the coun-
seling staff.
Unfortunately, the negative assessments of counseling in the Kan-
sas and Harcum studies match a survey done in Hampton, Virginia
(Bounds, 1977)* In this case, the entire student body of Thomas Nelson
Community College participated—day students, evening students, and
off-campus students. As in the Harcum study, the researchers employed
the Assessment of Student Attitudes (ASA) scale in evaluating four
areas; quality education, curriculum, resources, and counseling. By a
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wide margin, the students found counseling less than satisfactory. In-
deed, "the most negative attitudes were those related to counseling"
(Bounds, 1977
, p. 11). A California study revealed a comparable sus-
picion as to the competency of the Cypress Community College counseling
stcuff (Davidson, 1976).
Fortunately
,
the literature does not leave the reader with a
dismal view regarding the quality of counseling at these junior colleges.
Indeed, the discouraging assessment of the Kansas system (Anderson,
1969 ) is updated with more promising data. Johnson County Community
College was one of the institutions that participated in this Kansas
study. Interestingly, a later study (Quanty, 1976) offers areas for
counselor improvement based on recommendations of the students in this
school. The Johnson students mentioned specific areas of improvement
for counselors. The suggestions mentioned and the percentage of
students making the recommendation include: need for greater visibili-
ty (81.^); need for greater accessibility (48%); need for greater
informativeness about curriculum eind careers (13%). The author siun-
marized these findings in a tabular form (p. I9 )
.
The literature indicates other studies where students make
recommendations for improving delivery of counseling service. One
study recommended that each staff counselor possess a particular type
of expertise in one area of student service; in addition, one counselor
should have as his/her only task the responsibility of transfer re-
quirements to four-year colleges. Lastly, the study cites the need for
the counseling staff to publicize their existence (Healey, 1974) , In-
terestingly, the last item was also cited in the Johnson Community
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College study.
The literature does draw a picture of community college coun-
seling that is at once discouraging and also annoying. It would he
inaccurate, in light of the limited evidence presented, and uninten-
tional, in terms of my motives and goals, for the reader to accept as
absolute the tentative findings reported in this section. Before any
reasonably valid assessment of community college counselors can be ad-
vanced, the need for more data-toth demographic and substantive-must
be met. Extensive research into the student bodies at a representative
number of community colleges is in order; in addition, the Instrument
used needs to be examined for its thoroughness. Only then will a more
exhaustive student assessment be possible.
Traditional ^miselor Functions
. When most people think of a coun-
selor, they usually think of someone assisting others in certain areas.
These areas of help are usually predictable; they Include career
counseling, academic advising, financial aid, and personal counseling.
Although innovative directions in community college counseling are
being explored, it would be a serious error to dismiss these tradi-
tional areas of services as outmoded or outdated. In fact, counselors
serve vital student interests in the above cited areas even as
they explore new avenues of access to the student body. A review of
the literature in the area of traditional counseling is in order.
The counseling function which has been most thoroughly analyzed is
that of academic advisement. In one sense, the prolific research in
this area should come as no surprise, since the ongoing presence of the
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community college student is contingent on maintaining a satisfactory
level of academic performance. Enrolling, completing and passing
coiirses are all facets of this academic process; however, community
college students appear to have characteristics that meike successful
completion of this sequence a formidable problem. The literature does
offer insights into these traits.
Some evidence exists that community college students lack a con-
viction regarding the significance of the intellectual life. According
to one nationwide study, many community college students are not com-
mitted to the values of colleges—abstract reasoning, creative thought,
and innovative ideas (Cross, I968 ) . An earlier study, regional in
nature, detected a strong connection between student withdrawal from
college with personal doubt about the significance of the community
college classroom (Matson, 1955). In their groping with the diffi-
culties of academic demands, some students have turned to counselors
for assistance. Regrettably, a substantial number of students voiced
dissatisfaction with the counselor's academic advising.
For a number of reasons, counselors need to direct a substantial
amount of their energies in the direction of academic advisement. Poor
grades or unfinished courses are a major cause of student withdrawal
—
an area substantially covered in another part of this paper. In
addition, students seem to desire effective assistance in this area.
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the community college student
population may be, of all higher education populations, in greatest
need of academic assistance.
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Fortunately, some directions for effective academic advising appear
in the literature. One study, with a sample of 10,000 high school
students, cited encouragement by influential adults as a vital factor
in motivating community college students (Trent and Medsker, I967 )
.
While such a suggestion might seem trite, support for such an idea can
be found in the writings of Alfred Adler. A one-time colleague of and
personal physician to Sigmund Freud, Adler claimed the central issue of
human life is movement toward a goal and, therefore, the central human
need is encouragement by significant others. Especially interesting
is Adler's concept of "discouragement" as the major reason for a person
seeking out therapy.
While some students are discouraged and doubtful about thgir
talents and abilities in the community college, other students en-
gender academic difficulties due to work obligations. One study com-
pared junior college students with senior college students and found
that 6]^ of the junior college sajuple worked during the academic year,
compared to 18^ of the four-year sample (Astin, I966 ) . Given this
substantial pattern of school and then work, some investigators ex-
plored correlations between the two. One study revealed a strong
correlation between working after school with lower academic achieve-
ment and a higher dropout rate (Kowell and Medsker, 1971). At first
glimpse, the solution to this problem would be to increase financial
aid to these students and thereby eliminate the need for working after
school; however, very recent research indicates that existing community
college funds are insufficient to meet the needs of many students
(Rose, 1977).
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Politically speaking, counselors will have to seek additional aid
for students from the college budget. It is imperative that students
serious about school be offered the opportunity to concentrate on their
studies without the distraction of a job that probably pays poorly and
teaches the student-employee even less.
For other students with academic problems, the issue is not one of
working, but of study habits. Several investigations of student atti-
tudes toward studying were completed and offered significant findings.
One exploratory article exeunined study habits of a student population
before and after counseling. The instrument used was the Brown and
Holtzman survey of study habits. The sample included 536 students,
broken into foiar groups, one of vdiich was a control group, while the
other three groups were contacted by the counselor or the instructor or
both. In all three groups, the data indicated that poor study habits
can be improved, especially with counselor intervention (Farmer, I977)
,
Charles Collins' pioneering work on the notion of team counseling with
a faculty member first offered this approach (I967), and Farmer's data
do support its effectiveness.
In addition to the above cited innovations in counseling, one re-
searcher recommended flexible enrollment alternatives to allow for
student movement in and out of the educational institutions according
to their needs (Borland, 1977)* Lastly, the report of Project Focus
urged community colleges to explore academic programs which allow for
individual differences aimong students (Bushnell, 1972).
A traditional area of counseling that has been examined quite ex-
tensively in the literature is that of career counseling. In contrast
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to the issue of academic advising, the research in this area seems de-
void of controversy. Ihe reader should not construe that the readings
lack substance; indeed, they offer very practical suggestions. Com-
pared to the critical nature of articles on academic advising, these
articles seem to depict the counselor’s performance as more adequate.
Some specific suggestions on this topic of career counseling in-
clude the use of the computer (Bush, I975)
. A Computerized Vocational
Information System at Oakton Community College in Illinois is examined.
The system is designed to help students to expand their awareness of
various career opportunities available to them. Open five days a week,
from 8:30 A.M. to 10:00 P.M., the terminals, according to the data, are
well utilized by students and counselors alike. A similar conclusion
was reached in a later analysis of the computer, although the author
emphasized its use as a tool in conjunction with and not a replacement
for counseling (Norris, 197?)
.
Other research on matters related to career counseling are
available. One document offers an outline aid to counselors who deal
in vocational advisement. Galled the "Systematic Career Counseling
Process," this handbook of techniques was developed in the Michigan
Community College System by vocational counselors (Webber, 1974). For
those career counselors who wish to examine the adequacy of their
methods, a monograph appeetrs in the literatiire which offers methods of
evaluating career counseling programs (Healey, 1974) . Dissatisfaction
with one's mode of career counseling could lead to an adoption of the
Michigan approach (described above) or it could lead to the integrated
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counseling program developed at Oregon State University (Ryan, I968 )
.
In this case, the emphasis is on reinforcement counseling, a technique
found particularly effective here and in the Healey study.
Financial aid as a form of counseling has already been cited in my
examination of academic advising. To give this dimension of counseling
some greater depth, two articles are worth citing. A very recent
article offers suggestions to financial aid counselors for identifying,
recruiting, and otherwise assisting candidates in need of financial
assistance (Rose, 1978). A dramatic model of the junior college finan-
cial aid office appeared in the same year (Eckert, 1978). The research
team employed the Delphi Technique in an effort to establish functions
appropriate to this aspect of counseling. The article offers a process
to determine awards, a listing of federal, state, and local financial
aid programs, and suggestions about professional development of the
financial aid counselor.
One particular cirea of counseling that has received recent scru-
tiny hsLS been that of the college health service, specifically, the sex
information and counseling function. The assessment has been quite
critical. One investigator, Maier Goldberg, stated that an "investiga-
tion of sex information counseling services at sixty-eight community
colleges Indicates that little service is actually provided" (1978,
p. 221 ). Other research has discovered community colleges that combine
courses on sexuality with a sex counseling service or offer through
student publications, sex information guides that are factual in
nature (Saxrel and Sarrel, 1971)*
While sex counseling appears as a somewhat taboo topic to
counseling centers, the professional staff members do not display
timidity in the area of testing. Interestingly, their eagerness to u«#
testing devices and base assessments of students upon them has met with
substantial criticism. One recent study of I?! public community col-
leges revealed substantial use of test Instruments, especially the in-
terest inventory and the general aptitude (NASPA,
-I975) . This eaphasls
upon testing persists despite consistent criticisms in the literature
of the 1970 's. The standard measures of aptitude have failed to pre-
dict performance (Glaser, 1972), these test results are frequently
undermined by bias (Rose, 1972), and their validity in measiiri.ng
different ethnic groups is questionable (Lateral, 1978). Furthermore,
the pre-college testing devices, the SAT and ACT, have failed to
Identify successful students (Holland and Richards, I965) . Even test
instruments developed for a local student body failed to assist coun-
selors in aiding problem students (Kruger, I969) • In testing students,
the counselor will have to reconcile his/her testing instruments with
this statement by Walz:
Psychological dia^osis is in a state of disarray because
of phenomenology and its uncovering of valuational biases of
all diagnostic procedures. (1972, p. 14)
The Quality of Counselor Service . Any constructive effort improve
the quality of counseling on the community college level in 'jependent
upon solid documented research. Without such Investigation, attempts
at change would be haphazard and counseling improvement would result
only from chance and luck. Given the sophisticated research tools
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available, college administrators and student staff members could
examine their clientele very closely in terms of student needs.
Surprisingly, very little research has been done on the nature of
community college counseling. As one critic has pointed out, "psy-
chologists, especially professional service providers, are not con-
scientious about checking on the effectiveness of their work" (King,
1975i P. 358). Progress in counseling effectiveness research has been
held back by two different counselor-held attitudes. On the one hand,
the armchair method counselor regards his/her effectiveness and worth
as self-evident; in addition, other coimselors resist evaluation be-
cause research would impair their effectiveness as counselors (Williajn-
son and Bordin, 1941).
While Williamson and Bordin 's observation may sound dated, closer
examination of the literature reveals how timely and still relevant
their observations axe. In a content analysis of the Personnel and
Guidance Journal
, one researcher found that of 805 articles appearing
in a seven-year period only I6 I articles ( 19^) were concerned with
coiinseling. And of that number, only 38 axticles (4.^) dealt with
outcomes (Brown, I969 ) • This scrutiny of the literature is indicative
of a certciin reluctance in the helping profession to examine its own
work in the college setting.
Although research has been scanty in the area of community college
counseling, several studies do stand out. These studies distinguish
themselves by the eminence of their authors and by the breadth of their
field. One research project studied the guidance programs in 123
junior colleges. The findings are provocative. Of the total studied.
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93 (7^) community colleges had Inadequate student personnel programs.
Furthermore, only a few of these institutions offered vocational in-
formation and their staffing was Inadequate in terms of numbers as
well as in terms of quality (Raines. I966 ) . Along the same lines, a
more recent article entitled "Ihe Paucity of Mental Health Services
and Programs in Community Colleges" expressed the unmet need for per-
sonal counseling (Amada, 1975)
•
A very recent study (Blair, 1977) on the quality of counseling in
the community colleges used a longitudinal approach. The researcher
compared the findings of student counseling activities in I967 in
thirty community colleges in the Northeast with findings on these same
activities in 1977 in fifty community colleges in the Northeast. The
major shifts evident over the past decade included a sharp decrease in
the number of interviews each academic year and a sharp increase in the
number of facilities which rated themselves as inadequate.
The candor of the counselors examined in the above study is re-
freshing. They realize that the students axe not receiving quality
guidance. A parallel study (Goodman and Beaxd, I976 ) examined 140
community colleges in the Southeast. By their own admission, 375^ of
the counselors indicated they needed improvement, especially in the area
of vocational counseling,
A degree of self-criticism by counselors emerges in these very
recent studies. Yet their critical assessment of their services may be
long overdue. Several elected leaders were very critical of community
college counseling. The Chairman of the Student Personnel Committee of
the American Association of Junior Colleges regarded the counseling
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services as in a poor state (Humphreys, i960). Another major figure in
the field of community colleges (Medsker, i960), found the counseling
programs in many community colleges as inadequate.
One reason for this inadequacy might be that counselors have
generally chosen to ignore the environment in their assessment of
students' problems. American counselors seem to embrace the American
myth that the individual can overcome any obstacle with adequate
motivation and advice.
Counseling takes into account only those forces within the
Individual which might be directed outward toward the en-
vironment; it completely Ignores forces pressing in on the
client. (Wamath, 1973, P. 9)
In effect, counselors seem to require clients to accept their situation
outside of the counseling room cLS a given; consequently, the student
has to adjust to things as they are. One observer has been particu-
larly critical of counselors on this matter. He states:
Counselors have been neiive about social and political
factors which aiffect them in their work. Society or the
institution defines limits of the counselor's practices
and uses him as a tool to accomplish specific social or
institutional goals. (Halleck, 1971, p. 43)
Vfhile this criticism implies some conspiratorial power, ain un-
deniable fact is the bureaucratic framework that envelops the counselor.
Since the counselor's training has been based on the model of the pri-
vate practitioner, he/she has little awareness of the operations of
bureaucracy and little understanding of his/her role in the bureau-
cratic structure (Wamath, 195^). Severe discrepancies seem to exist
between the model of the counselor as presented in professional litera-
ture aind the expectations of a counselor by his institutional employer.
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Unprepaxed for entry into the bureaucracy, the counselor soon begins to
develop a sense of alienation. While "he is forced to regard the
client as a malfunctioning object, he may recognize that it makes more
sense to regard the client as a spin-off of a malfunctioning college
environment- (Warnath, I956, p. 282). In working with students who
present problems of low grades, disruptive behavior, excessive ab-
senteeism, or uncertain curriculum choices, the counselor frequently
focuses on the student as the cause of these problems and thus relieves
the college administrators of examining the possible contributions of
the system itself to these problems (Halleck, I971)
.
Attempts are being made to change this counselor aloofness to
the environment. At the I963 meeting of the American College Personnel
Association (ACPA)
,
an address by J. D. Black criticized counselors
who have neglected participation in policy development on their campuses
and assumed the role of technician in higher education" ( Warnath, 1973,
pp. 22—23) • Black's address seems to signal a change in attitude on
the part of counselors toward the milieu from which their clients come.
A more assertive ard investigative role began to be adopted by some
counselors.
Another area of difficulty that the research has described deals
with the issue of credibility; Indeed, this issue cuts across racial
and sex lines. The counseling center needs to apprise students of the
ethical standards that govern their counseling practices. Students
should realize that counselors view communications as privileged, and
confidential between the two of them. If the students are not
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questioning the guarantee of confidentiality, then they are doubting the
caliber of services offered. Many students are convlnoed that coun-
selors at the center are really agents of conformity, Installed there
to shape and change the student. Regarded as stlflers of Individuality,
counselors are not given much credit for respecting personal differ-
ences. These student beliefs belie the skills that some counselors do
possess and the quality of services available at many centers (War-
nath, 1973).
Counselors do tend to label, a practice that makes students leery
of a visit to the center due to a personal problem.
Certain forms of nonmedical labelling by counselors may be
students. Troublemaker, slow developer, immature
underachiever these terms are applied without any des-
cription of the environment in which they occur. The coun-
selor is obliged to describe both person and environment.
(Warnath, I973, p. 91)
This labelling approach, which is very inappropriate and mislead-
ing in the counseling arrangement, is a derivative of the medical
model, a style of approach to the client that many counselors utilize.
Along with this model counselors, regardless of their theoretical,
orientation, have adopted several basic values. In the first place, a
hierarchial relationship results, with the student in the inferior
position; secondly the counselor does not intervene in any situation
outside of the counseling room on behalf of the client. Thirdly, the
counselor avoids many realities his/her client faces, vdiich may include
clashes with the institutional structure. The corollaries of the
medical model have created a relationship between counselor and client
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Intimidating to the student and counterproductive for the
counselor.
The situation, then, is one of severe oritlclsm for the student
service staff in the community college, accompanied by a dearth of
research on Improving delivery of services. A model exists (Dressel.
Shoben, and Peplnsky, 1953) that offers three approaches to research
aimed at evaluation of counseling. Researchers could, for example,
study the counseling process itself. Alternatively, research could
focus on the outcomes of counseling. Thirdly, studies could be con-
ducted based on data gathered from testing and rating procedures! in
this case, the outcomes of the counseling session are implicit in the
technique
.
The Counselor's Clientele
The Conm^ty ^llege Student—A Profile of a Varied Population
. This
examination of the literature on community college counseling has
revealed substantial writings that examined the character of the hetero-
geneous population of the community college. Some research explored
the wide age spectrum of the community college students; other research
compared counseling part-time students with counseling full-time
students. In addition, research appeared comparing counseling the
transfer student to the vocational or terminal student. The physical
handicaps of some community college students were also explored.
Lastly, some research investigated the appropriateness of counseling
community members vdio were not even students at the institution. Each
of these areas merits a deeper investigation.
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Tradition biases us so that our expectations of the age of the
incoming freshman is approximately eighteen. Nowhere is this assumption
more false than in the community college. Since the community colleges
are relatively inexpensive and have aja open admissions policy, one
should not be surprised to discover the wide age variety of community
college students. Specifically, older people (in their forties and
fifties) are flocking to the community colleges in substantial nimbers
for purposes of personal growth, job advancement, or career change.
With a minimum of administrative delays, the commionity college seems to
welcome the middle-aged students. These people are gratified to dis-
cover the absence of barriers to admission—no SAT scores, no high
school diploma, no letters of recommendation.
This late entrant into the college mainstream has been termed the
life-long learner (Reardon, 197?) • While administrators are pleased to
discover a relatively untapped and rich mine of potential students, the
optimistic outlook is not without some reservations. The warm response
to this mature student is mixed with substantial confusion about the
unique situation of this person. As one critic stated:
The counselor may be only dimly aware of the psychological
problems facing this new population. .. .Nothing is done to
provide special enrollment counseling for these mature stu-
dents whose educational needs are different from those of
the young adult. (Warnath, 1973 » PP* 292-293)
In those community college systems where efforts have been made to
deal with this population, the results are inconsistent. The Pennsyl-
vania community college system used a survey to explore life-long
learning needs. The respondents included the agents of the educational
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system, as well as its clientele. Students and college personnel dis-
played substantial disagreement over services appropriate to the
college. One paxticular area of concern dealt with certain services
that the older students regarded as necessaury. Remedial work, indi-
vidual tutoring, or special class scheduling to meet their particular
needs would require supplemental funding. If this were the case, then
a number of counselors felt the life-long learner should be the source
of these monies. Many of these students disagreed, claiming that the
community college’s duty included this specialized work and no chairge
should be incurred.
At the opposite end of the age continuum, interesting reseaxch has
appeared on the pre-college student. This research has progressed from
the very basic proposition that the community college should be
regarded by students, with the active encouragement of counselors, as a
viable option after high school (Burnett, 1971) to the more sophisti-
cated assumption that some students may suffer substantial disappoint-
ment at the community college (Epperson, I968 ) . In this latter case,
the counselor needs to help the student recognize the limits of a
community college—including problems of progreun, facilities, and
prestige
.
One problem many students have at the local junior college deals
with their need for remedial work. Increasingly, higher education is
confronted with students inadequately prepared for college level work.
Their deficiencies may be in reading comprehension, basic mathematical
skills, or study skills. This issue of unpreparedness is especially
acute in the community college. The literature has described several
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innovative programs designed to be interventionist. One study, for
example, describes the formation of a "middle college" to cover the
last three years of secondary school and the two years of community
college. Located in Queens, New York, at LaGuardia Community College,
the project is designed to reduce the need for remedial work at the
college level and to offer a program of skills geared to the student's
work and life (Lieberman, 1975).
While LaGuardia 's program reflects imagination and daring in the
attempt to coordinate the efforts of the high school with the community
college, the counselors cairried a disproportionate burden as the direc-
tors of remedial work. Another study has attempted to bring together
the high school and the community college counselor to recognize the
particular needs of incoming students. In this case, the community
college counselor would maintain complete occupational information,
coordinate the student's transition to the community college, and act
as a resource for students with emotional problems (Turner, 1971)
•
The programs described above indicate a trend calling for the
counselor to be an agent of Intervention even before the student enters
the community college. These programs have been experimentally
applied, and with some success. One pilot program involved group
counseling for 267 students, broken down into units of 12 students
each. These groups had six two-hour counseling sessions dealing with
testing, vocational interest, college policies, and curricula. A
control group of forty-five was not exposed to atny counseling. At the
end of the fall semester, the counseled groups earned higher grades.
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suffered fewer withdrawals,
1966 )
.
and completed more courses (Ceimeski,
These data are especially encouraging given the responses by most
community college students to the conventional Preshman orientation
program. Most studies have indicated student dissatisfaction with the
quality of these programs. The respondents In one study criticized
this type of program for the limited amount of time that the student
had with most counselors (Pearce. 1967); In another study, respondents
complained about the absence of privacy In speaking with the counselor
(Hayes. I965). Still another study explored the student objectives of
going to the community college. Their objectives or college goals were
identical prior to and after the freshman orientation program (Bilm-
line, 1976).
In addition to assisting incoming freshmen, mcuiy counselors are
assigned the task of helping outgoing sophomores, the treinsfer student.
More sophisticated and more mature, this student presents a formidable
challenge to the skills of the community college counselor. Unfor-
tunately, the literature is replete with criticisms of the quality of
counseling given to transfer students. One investigation specified
transfer student complaints in the area of career and financial ad-
vising, study problems, and schedule planning (Lambert, 1977 ). Two
studies cited student criticism of counselors for loss of transfer
credit (Leeward, 1973 ; Armstrong, 1978 ). This indictment is especially
disturbing in an additional study (Cell, 1977 ) » since the students were
staying in the same state system, trsuisferring from the Maryland com-
munity colleges to the Maryland state colleges and university.
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Interestingly, the reverse transfer student is becoming a pattern.
This student is transferring from a four-year college to a two-year
college. The only study that addressed itself to these students des-
cribed a manual available to counselors in their efforts with reverse
transfer students (Westbrook, 1973) • Counseling may be particularly
critical with these students, since the Westbrook study indicated
substantial bitterness among these students toward the four-year
college (p. 4l).
Where reverse transfer students are disillusioned with the coun-
seling at the four-year college, then part-time students in the com-
munity college regard themselves in a similar dispossessed sense. One
nationwide study, with a random sample of 395 community colleges,
attempted to identify the educational strategies for part-time students
at these schools. The results of the survey were stunning. While 8^
of the responding institutions recruited part-time students, only 18?S
provided such students with special orientation prograjns. In addition,
only 20?^ offered financial aid programs for them and only 7% of these
junior colleges had a counselor who served only part-time students
(Kegel, 1977 ) . The disturbing impression of this study, of benign
neglect for this student whose physical presence on campus is avidly
courted, reappears in a related study. In this case, part-time stu-
dents suffered higher attrition, had a greater number of dependents,
and were severely critical of the counseling system (Davis, 197^)*
At the same time that part-time students are openly critical of
the quality of counseling accorded to them, the literature reveals
ambitious attempts to divert the counseling services outward into the
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community, to include non-students. Richland Community College in
Dallas, Texas, had established counselors in the urban neighborhoods
for the community residents (Ott, 19??). The team approach is employed
in this project, where teachers and counselors work together to diag-
nose and resolve the person's problems. The entire spectrum of coun-
seling services—from diagnosis through testing and into career—is
available to these neighborhood residents, regardless of their lack of
enrollment at the community college. A subsequent study (Ott, 1978)
reveals that the program has become successful enough to gain increased
revenues and establish a Learning Research Development Center with
greater attention to the community.
One special category of students—the physically handicapped—is
only superficially treated in the literature. The handicapped student
is the focus of one lengthy (I69 page) resource handbook in assisting
the student with hearing, orthopedic, speech, or visual impairments
(Chabot, 1973) • The heuidbook does offer an overview on the unique
situation in counseling the handicapped and cites federal and state
resources to assist the counselor. In addition, a survey of employers
is provided, including job descriptions available to the physically
handicapped.
Virtually no attention of any substance has been directed at that
category of student known ais "vets." Given the absence of research on
this partlculax person, stereotypes abound. While they may vary from
one of a high school dropout to another of a person ill-equipped for
college work, these stereotypes perform a disservice in the treatment
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accorded veterans. One article did direct Its attention at the obliga-
tions of the counselor vdth the veteran. "Student services cannot help
veterans, but they can help students who happen to be veterans" (Eber-
sole and Hargis. 1974). The paucity of data on the veteran In the
community college reveals a gap In the literature that Is In need of
correction.
Minority Student. A profile of the typical college or university
student in the 1950's would include rather homogeneous characteristics
—he/she was white, middle class, Western European, and a recent high
school graduate. These students had similar needs since they faced the
same issues and problems of maturing. A counselor in higher education
could, with some degree of accuracy, expect to confront the usual type
of problem. His/her familiarity with the problems of these students
led to the development of certain strategies in dealing with them.
More often than not, the problems were, although personal and painful,
of a nature that lent themselves to correction with traditional coun-
seling methods. Rogerian, client-centered therapy would be very
appropriate to am articulate and rather secure middle-cla.ss college
student of the 19^0 's and I950's.
With the dawning of the 1960's, a new type of student entered the
*
realm of higher education. Unlike his predecessors, he may not have
been white, he certainly wan not middle class, his parents were not
college educated, nor was his father typically in a white collar occu-
pation. Furthermore, given the stramge world of college, he was a bit
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Insecure and perhaps somewhat inarticulate in the syntax of English.
This new type of student was given the designation "minority student."
Although none of the literature surveyed was critical of this
designation, the appellation "minority student" is unfortunate and,
perhaps, misleading. The term denotes a small number, which might be
incorrect in many parts of the country; in addition, the connotation of
the term has, for its bearer, the unfair insinuation of insignificance
or of minor importance. While such a claim lacks hard data or evidence,
the subtle nature of terms and the perjorative quality of many words
should be enough to ‘make one regard the term with reservation.
Aside from terminology, the literature has recognized this new
wave of students. Given the major breakthroughs in the field of civil
rights, populations of people vrtio had been ignored by the institutions
of higher education suddenly began to send their sons and daughters to
these schools. A substajitial number of these minority students began
to enroll in the community colleges. Traditional notions about students
—their origins, their needs, their problems, and their striaggles—
proved to be very inaccurate in regard to the so-called "minority
student." For a time, a vacuum existed, where old ideas about college
students were dismissed but where investigators had not gathered enou^
data which offered a more recent profile of students.
Several studies investigating characteristics of minority students
offered intriguing Insights into the challenge presented by these
students (Collins, 1970) . While these students may pose academic prob-
lems, they also possess other attributes worth enhancing. Indeed, many
of their existing values are in need of being cultivated. Their very
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presence in college is a mark of strength. Most of them work aXter
school, an activity that subtracts from their study time; furthermore,
their parents, while wanting them to prosper, give them very little
encouragement. Skeptical of the importance of ideas, these students
need to see the vailue of the intellectual life to themselves and to
their jobs (Long, 1974). In addition, they are doubtful of the quality
of their education. Given the relatively Inexpensive nature of the
community college, majiy of them assume that they axe receiving inferior
instruction.
Given ail of these personal reservations about the value of their
college experience, these students need a counselor to expand their
horizons and maximize their opportunities. Ironically, counselors'
traditional expectations about students axe counterproductive. The
counselor expects the student to Initiate contact by dropping into his
office. As already described, many of these students find the world of
college a mysterious place. They axe uncomfortable in it and unsure of
their welcome; consequently, they hesitate to seek out axother official
(in this case, the counselor) in this bewildering bureaucracy. Thus,
they may flee through the nearest exit.
To remedy this situation of unmet student needs and unused coun-
selor resou2rces, the counselor may need to leave his office and journey
to the locale of the students to initiate contact (O'Banion, 1972).
The counselor needs to seek out this student, make himself available,
express his interest in the student's welfare, and act as an advocate
of the student (Johnson and Turner, 1974). In addition, once the
counselor hats struck up rapport with these students, several important
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realities of the minority student need to form the basis for any
successful counseling.
Although they have enrolled in college for purposes of seeking a
career, many minority students are not aware of the wide range of
career opportunities open to them (itent, I977). Ihese options that
are now available to them were not open to their parents, the eommunlty
college counselor should make provision to give them wide exposure to
these various vocational and career opportunities. In fact, these
students have a real need to meet minorities who have achieved these
levels to serve as role models. After mapping out the wide areas of
opportunity for these young people, the counselor needs to examine
their level of aspiration. A study recently completed by the Southern
Regional Education Board claimed that "many minority students tend to
under aspire or over aspire" (Godwin, 1972, p. 18). Consequently, the
student may need to heighten or modify his/her educational plans and
career goals. This change can result if the counselor is willing to
review candidly the objectives of the student.
Even if the student’s career goals are out of reach, he/she should
be exposed to the ladder concept in career areas. According to one
study (Trent, 19??), many minority students are not aware of modifying
an original career choice ard still remaining in the sajne occupational
^i®l^» A. student who chooses to become a medical doctor may discover
that he/she has chosen a career beyond his/her grasp. The effective
coianselor will, however, direct the person's attention to the wide
spectrum of opportunities in the health field, from paraprofessional to
the intermediate pzx)fessional field.
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At first glance, the problems described above are characteristic
of a new social class of students entering post-secondary institutions
in the 1960's and 1970 's. While a social, class factor is one dimension
that makes these students unlike their predecessors, other factors also
operate. Many of the new students axe of a different racial back-
ground, a different ethnic background, or even a different age. Each
of these dimensions needs to be reviewed in the literature.
White counselors have not fared well in the cissessments made of
their performance with Black students. The Black students have chal-
lenged the competency of the traditional counselor to cope with their
unique problems. Charges have been made that the role of the pro-
fessional. counselor on cajnpus has been to define problems in tradi-
tional middle class ways and, thus, to reinforce the status quo
(Waxnath, 1973) • Even the president of the National Coxinseling Center,
in his address at the 1972 Conference, reprimanded his colleagues for
failing to recognize that many Black students, along with Hispanic and
Mexican students, axe confronted with problems of survival; conse-
quently, they lack the time to worry about identity problems or
neuroses—favorite topics for middle class counselors to spend hours in
examining (Bond, 1972). In this regard, the president has echoed
earlier charges (Bernstein, 1964) about inappropriate strategies of
white counselors with Black clients; however, this research received
little publicity at the time.
Two recurrent suggestions appeax in the literature dealing with
the white counselor-Black student relationship. The first issue deals
with the need for male Black students to express their masculinity
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(Godwin, 1977; Haettenschwilier, I97I) . Specific strategies to en-
courage this affirmation include the student's Involvement in the
political structure of the cajnpus.
A second area of concern for the white counselor with the Black
student cuts across lines of gender. Male or female, the Black student
needs a recifflrmation, through the counselor, of the basic truth that
Black people have dignity aind worth; in other words, the counselor
should be concerned with enhancing the self concept of the Black stu-
dent (Anzalone, 1973; Haettenschwilier, 1971). Any counselor who is
convinced that the work of eradicating racism is over is in eirror.
Unfortunately, many counselors axe most comfortable with coun-
seling methods and techniques that axe inappropriate for Black clients.
For example, a Black student with feelings of inadequacy may have these
feelings a,ggravated by a counselor utilizing the client-centered
approach. This threatened student, unsure of himself in the community
college, will find the ajnbiguity of the client-centered approach
unnerving. Furthermore, the approach does not meet this student's need
for assistance with specific concrete problems—finances, grades,
unemployment (Warnath, 1972). Testing minority students is another
very inappropriate tactic. Tests of intelligence and achievement are
paxticulaxly biased against certain groups; indeed, the only traditional
counseling test found valid for Black males was the Strong Vocational
Interest Blank (Whetstone, 1976). One solution to the problem of white
counselors and Black clients has been the development of strategies of
self therapy.
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In this type of modality, the Black student can avoid the tradi-
tional counseling airangenent, which Is abhorrent to him. The
troubled student utilizes his own efforts to manipulate the environment,
hopefully, the person will begin to tehave In a way that he regards as
constructive, and he reduces the chances of returning to his unde-
sirable behavior. As one advocate (Ome. 1978) states. "Blblloguldance
presentation Is as effective as counselor presented formats" (p. 9).
In examining his problem, the student places it In one of seven
modalities which cover behavioral personality. They provide an organi-
zational scheme and Include affect, sensation, imagery, cognition,
drugs, interpersonal relations, and behavior.
Since evidence exists that counselors are unfamiliar vd.th the
problems of minority groups, these students have difficulty In getting
help in the white community college. Lonely and Isolated, many of them
are alien to the campus culture. Although they may doubt their ability,
they regard the traditional helper, the college counselor, as a person
who does not understand (Jackson, 1972). They remain, therefore,
unhelped.
This situation is unacceptable ard, more importeintly, unnecessary,
for the Black or Hispanic student in need of help can find it in the
simple expedient of a well-trained Black or Hispanic counselor. This
controversial issue of recruiting counselors of a certain race was con-
fronted in a recent study (Gilsdorf, 1975). In this research, signifi-
cant numbers of students preferred counselors of the same race. This
preference for the same racial or ethnic counselor is even more pro-
nounced .as the student's issue becomes more personal. A more recent
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study (Trent, 197?) reaffirmed the need for trained minority coun-
selors. One note of caution is appropriate. The fact that the coun-
selor possesses the physiology of a Black person is not the only
issue. The counselor must check to be sure that his values axe in
tune with the Black experience of Black students (Anzalone, 1973).
This suggests that a Black or >diite person could be effective with
Black students. The critical issue is that of perception of self, of
others, and of the world.
Findings about other minority students parallel the observations
about Black students in the community college. The Mexicax-American
student also faces problems of entering a world that is foreign to him
—the community college. He feels alone and ignored. One study
(Gonzales, 1972) urges staff counselors to familiaxize themselves with
Mexican-Americaji culture and to provide leadership in the formation of
ethnic pride. Not only is the counselor responsible for knowledge of
Mexican-Americaji culture, but he should also be a catalyst in helping
the Mexican student assume pride in his origins. A major part of this
program is the Raza cIslss, a model of studying Mexicaji-American history
and culture as a means of achieving that sense of ethnic pride. The
counselor is responsible for developing this program. The literature
indicates that several counseling programs for Mexican-Americans have
been implemented (Gaxay, 197^; Saucedo, 1977)*
The first Americans, the Indians, have traditionally been ignored
as a minority. Recent efforts to attend to the needs of various
IndiaJi tribes are focusing on education in particular. One study
6o
(Navajo Division of Education,
counseling in the local schools
1975) urged fundamental reform of the
. On the issue of completing education,
research exists that lays responsibility for Indian dropouts at the
door of the white counselor (Wax, 1967). As the nation's attention
began to focus on the poor, some research on particular American Indian
tribes began to appear (Price, I968; Bee, I969)
.
Wom^ in t^ Community Coll^. Any discussion of the students served
by counselors in the junior college should Include the most recent
population wave-namely, women. Historically, when women have matricu-
lated at four-year colleges and universities, they have come from
middle- and upper-class backgrounds. As of I965, 39^ of students in
American higher education were female (Sullerot, I97I). But these
females of the 1950' s and I960*s are not an accurate representation of
the female college student of the 1970 's. These earlier women were
predominantly of higher income groups. Their families could afford to
let their daughters take advantage of the cultural life of the univer-
sity without much concern for future careers. By contrast, fewer lower
income females attended college. In these lower socio-economic groups,
traditional attitudes are more enduring and financial resources were
less sufficient; consequently, one child, usually a male, would be sent
on to higher education (Newcomber, 1959 )* But these women traditionally
excluded from education were about to change the status quo.
The working class, blue collar family was the source of a large
influx of older women into the community colleges in this past decade.
Such a statement should come as no surprise. Substaintial studies
6l
(Rainvfater, 1959; French, 1964) of working class wives reveal their
positive regaxd for college education, at least for their children.
\
Certain realities have historically deterred women from achieving
recognition and employing their skills (Horner, 1972) . Althoiigh many
women have not trusted their abilities (Pheterson, 1971) i some felt so
trapped by their circumstances that they took tentative steps,
including community college enrollment, to alter this intolerable
arrangement (Gray, I962)
,
The world of the working class wife has been explored and the
findings are disturbing. Some investigators with established reputa-
tions have claimed that women in the working class are the most deprived
of all (Komarovsky, I962) . They endure emotional deprivation, economic
limitations, and narrow horizons. They reflect a sense of self-
depreciation (Hacker, 1971). One feminist and sociologist claims that
the working class wife has two major goals or aims : to search for a
stable world and to add brightness to her life (Bott, 1971)* A decora-
tive home, fashionable clothing, or superficial fads were all straws
that this person grabbed at in an effort to make her situation
palatable. Forces of social change, however, soon began to offer her
options that would alter her basic life style (Shostak, 1969 ).
Two such changes need to be mentioned. The median age of women
has increased (Sklar and Berkov, 1975). A second change is the
dramat-
ically increasing divorce rate. During the first third of
the
twentieth century, the divorce rate was fairly steady at
about ten per
thousand, or 1% of all married women. The mid-forties
saw it increase
to about twenty-four per thousand, followed by
a decline in the
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fifties (Frieze, I978)
. The sixties and seventies witnessed a relent-
less climb to the present rate of approximately twenty-eight per
thousand (Bell, I978)
. Liberalized divorce laws, decline in the fer-
tility rate, and separations forced by work or war have all been
advanced as reasons for this dramatic increase in divorce (Norton and
Glick, 1973).
Given this eventual change in many women's lives, a number of them
looked around for means of independent support. The community college
was a promising place for someone who needed to acquire aji education or
learn a skill without having to pay substantial tviition. The challenge
of this new breed of student lay squarely in the lap of the community
colleges.
Fortunately, the literature does indicate adjustments made by
community colleges to the mature female student. One particular program
(Chitayat, 1975) involves pre-admission counseling of these students.
The direction of the counselor is to encourage this womaji to explore
her educational and career options. The directors assume that women
want meaningful work but lack the skills and training to meet the
demands of their aspirations. They encourage the women to enroll in
career oriented study programs if they so desire. The counselors also
run workshops that focus on the women's self-awareness. After the
first year of college, only 4^ of these women dropped out, a testimony
to the effectiveness of the program.
A review of the literature indicates that since 1970 1 over three
hundred ( 3OO) community colleges have established re-entry programs
designed especiaJ.ly for women (Mezirow, 1978). 'While these re-entry
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programs vary in scope and In the nature of services provided, they all
attempt to prepare the woman vrfio han been away from education for re-
entry into the job market. Some programs concentrate on self-awareness
(Chitayat, 1976), vrtiile others deal with doubts and hesitations the
women may feel. The literature does indicate that counselors employ
various skills to deal with the doubts some women have. One community
college offers these adult females a two-credit course vdiich employs
McHolland's human potential seminar as a means of overcoming anxieties
about college performance (Buimside, 197^).
In spite of prograjns such as those described above, some women do
drop out of the community colleges. Attrition among people in this
category may be paxticulaxly unfortunate given their age and, possibly,
their limited job opportunities. Consequently, motivations that induce
withdrawal ajnong women need to be uneaxthed.
One study (Reimal, 1976) analyzed adult female drop-outs in
Northern California. In comparing the drop-out females with the females
who remained enrolled, the researcher attempted to pinpoint student
services that operated as a motive for withdrawal or rentention. This
particular college offered them the following services: child care,
block clanses, scheduling, and counselors. From these resources, the
women vriio persisted chose counselors as the major factor that en-
couraged them to continue.
A parallel study (Elledge, 1978) explored the relationship between
student services and adult females who remained in the community college.
Of particular significance was the high regard these women had for peer
counseling. The issue of peer group counseling is explored in another
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section of the paper.
The positive regard women students had for these peer coimselors
may reflect a problem these women have experienced with traditional
staff counselors. While the relevance of the counselors' gender as a
function of effectiveness could be debated at length, the literature
does pinpoint some substantial counselor problems with adult female
clients in the community college.
Since many returning women are searching for a career, many coun-
selors will utilize an interest inventory. Ironically, sex biases in
these interest measurement tests have been documented (Harmon, 1973).
Consequently, such tests operate to the female student's disadvantage
and need to be re-examined. In a similar vein, many of the materials
used by some college staffs, Including the counselors, contribute to
sex role stereotyping. Artificially created barriers to women result
from such biasing (Weitz, 1977). Many counselors vdio avoid these
obvious pitfalls are frequently guilty of other errors in dealing with
the adult woman.
By way of example, more and more women are entering curricula tra-
ditionally available to men and off-limits to women. Because so many
counselors are male and may have traditional ideas of women's abilities,
they can seriously and unjustifiably discourage their clients from a
legitimate and viable course of study (Moore, 1976). The counselor
needs to exaimine some of his beliefs about women's work vs. men's work.
Furthermore, many counselors need to update their familiarity with the
job market. The fields of labor traditionally assigned to males or
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females are In flux; nursery schools, for example, are the traditional
domain of the female. Recently, these schools have zealously sought
out male personnel. The literature does address itself to discussing
new responses by counselors to female clients with non-traditional
career goals (Thomas and Stewart, 1971). Other investigators urge the
male counselor to recognize that the woman student is not the shackled
female of medieval times (Berry, 1972). One critic urges counselors
not to discourage, as a routine, women intent upon becoming architects
or oceanographers. Indeed, the counselor is the one who needs a re-
examination in terms of regid attitudes toward female clients (Schloss-
bert, 1972).
Of particular concern is the adult female from a minority group.
Although the unique problems faced by the minority student in the
community college have already been examined, the problems assume a
new dimension vriien that student is also a female.
Several programs have been developed to deal with minority women.
One program focused on the Mexican-American woman. In this case, the
counseling staff emphasized strengthening the self-concept to maximize
her life chances, including the completion of the community college
program. The staff attempted to cultivate a sense of power in these
women, a feeling of ethnic identity with the group, and an acquisition
of living skills to overcome the Chicana woman's sense of alienation
(Hernandez, 1977) • A related program designed for women was enlarged
to address the needs of Hispanic and Black women. In this program,
junior college counselors were trained to be aware of the minority
group female's expectations, aspirations, and needB^. Of particular
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importance was an examination of counselor attitudes toward minority
group women. Interestingly, the report cites that a number of parti-
cipants admitted ownership of negative attitudes which they subse-
quently changed as a result of the workshop (Loring, 1972)
,
If the minority woman happened to be a recent immigrant, one piece
of literature addressed itself to the unique features of her status
(Marshall, 1978). These Asian women had to overcome the additional
disabilities of the traumas of war experiences and relocation. The
study does emphasize that counselors cannot be effective in helping
these women until they recognize the culture conflict, the Asian mean-
ing of womanhood, auid the negative treatment many of them received (due
to their visibility)
.
Despite the seriousness of the problems that many of these women
presented, the counseling services seemed to do little for them even
though substantial numbers approached the counseling centers. Being
nontraditional
,
many of these women confounded the counselor in his
assumptions about women; indeed, these women seemed to threaten some
counselors and annoy others. A number of counselors regard the differ-
ent and defiant woman (^.£.
,
the woman who does not fit the traditional
stereotypes of middle-class America) as deviant and abnormal, in need
of adjustment (Chessler, 1972).
Even in cases when the counseling issue was one of vocation, and
not a personal problem, counselor bias frequently appeared. In per-
ceptions of women, a number of counselors revealed some disturbing
assumptions. "Mental health workers attribute traits which they
•evaluate an healthy more to men than to women" (Broverman and Broverman,
6?
^970 1 p. 3) • Even In diagnostic testing, many women discovered results
that reflected societal bias. "Only the most Inventive psychologist
can devise a test useful for women in making appropriate vocational
decisions" (Harmon, 1973, p. 18).
Part of the difficulty in counseling female clients may be the
male counselor. Very possibly, well-trained female counselors could be
more effective with these clients. At present, this hypothesis is in
the realm of conjecture, since only 1^ (302) of the membership of the
American Psychological Association, Division of Counseling Psychology,
were female in 1972 (Kirk, 1973)* Furthermore, of the 201 counseling
centers examined nationwide, only 30*^^ ol" full-time staff were women.
Only eleven centers had female directors (Magoon, 1972). Obviously,
serious efforts at recruitment of counselors sensitive to the needs of
women is in order, and that may involve facing the difficult issue of
preferential hiring of qualified female counselors over equally
qualified male counselors.
Special Problems of the Community College Counselor
Attrition . A chronic problem that has perplexed community college
staffs is the issue of student withdrawal. According to one recent
study, "30 to 70 percent of all community college students become part
of an attrition statistic" (Moore, 197^1 P* ^) • This stunning figure
challenges one's credulity. To visualize that many students failing
to complete their program raises troublesome questions and serious
doubts about the community college course of study. Unfortunately,
Moore's data do not stand alone. An earlier study examined the transfer
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rate out of the community college into a senior college. While two-
thirds of the junior college students expressed an intention to transfer
to a senior college, only one-third actually did so (Medsker, i960).
The author of this study alluded to substajitial numbers of his Scunple
failing to complete their prescribed curriculum.
Seven years after this study, a very impressive report was pub-
lished with even more disturbing data. A longitudinal examination of
1,104 students who entered public community colleges in 1959 revealed
that by I963 only 11^ had a bachelor's degree. Furthermore, 67% had
dropped out of school altogether, while 22^ were still matriculating
(Trent, I967)
.
As the decade of the i960 ' s ended, the literature on community
college attrition shifted from the topic of frequency of attrition to
the topic of preventing attrition. The focus was on the counselor as a
bulwark, a wedge between the community college student and his dropping
out. Unfortunately, several studies found the counselor's performance
less than adequate. One study, for example, examined attrition rates
in thirteen junior colleges. When students needed guidance, the most
frequent source of help was peers, followed by parents. Furthermore,
with the specific issue of withdrawal, the counselors were sought out
last. As a matter of fact, if withdrawing from a community college is
viewed as a process of thought, the counselors were not sought out
until the student had made his mind up to leave, and then probably only
because the counselor's signature was needed on the withdrawal form.
As the author states, "most students did not find counseling particu-
larly valuable in resolving the drop out problem" (Hannah, 19^9 i P* 7)
•
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Given the fact that students vdthdraw from the community college
in large numbers, recognizing the motives for their departure is criti-
cal if this trend is to be reversed. One substantial study examined
the reasons for withdravfal, Vfhlle the reaisons were varied, a cluster-
ing into four categories emerged. Job conflict was most frequently
cited, followed by lack of interest, wrong curriculum, and academic
difficulty (Thompson, I969). An even more intensive examination of
student attrition in the community colleges revealed very similar
motives; in addition, the authors targeted counselors as the one agent
who could, through intervention, substantially reduce these numbers
(Dalva, 1969).
These claims and their implications of ineffectiveness led the
community college administrators to take some action. Attention began
to focus on the potential drop-out and questions were raised regarding
the possibility of identifying him. Several studies confidently
asserted that this "high risk" student can be identified early in his
academic career before he even appeared to be in serious academic
trouble (e.g.
,
on probation) . One study claimed that 30^ of the student
population at a community college can be identified as likely drop-
outs; furthermore, this Identification can occur as early as the week
of registration. In addition, the highest attrition week of the
semester is the first one (Coffey, 1976 ). Several experimental pro-
grams that attempted such early identification of the attrition-prone
student were subsequently developed.
One such early intervention program occurred at the Chicago Junior
College. The administration was very alarmed at the rate of attrition
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and attempted to arrest it. In an experiment matching two groups of
one hundred students each, one group received intensive counseling
while the control group did not. The resulting graduation data clearly
revealed a larger percent of graduates in the counseled group compared
to the control group (Moughamian, I969 ) . Similarly, the Eastfield Com-
munity College in Texas has developed an Intervention model of counsel-
ing the potential drop-out with their Leeurning Improvement Program
(lip). The results of this programi are very encouraging (Holt and
Hegar, 1975).
Other studies substantiated the effectiveness of counselors as a
I'oil foT withdrawal (Dallas, 1973). These studies stressed several
factors which would determine the effectiveness of counseling the
potential drop-out. One study emphasized the importance of a favorable
counselor-client ratio (Hedlund, I970 ) . The author suggested a sub-
stantial reduction of the traditional counselor per 300 student ratio.
Another study stressed the necessity of the counseling program to be
activistic in seeking out students, but not insistent in their joining
the progreim (Kingsley, I966 ) . Thirdly, pre-enrollment counseling was
crucial in any successful effort for eanly identification of the high
risk student (Bohr, 1973)* Lastly, an extended study of counselor
technique and traditional methodology on this student population was
exajnined. The findings clearly indicated the need for non-traditional
counseling techniques if this type of student is to be helped (Roueche,
1976)
.
This examination of potential drop-outs included a close scrutiny
of the person behind the drop-out statistic. Several studies found this
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person to have a number of characteristics very different from other
students. Their goals were unrealistic and poorly defined (Healey,
1976 ) . niey were severely deficient in the basic skills of language
and mathematics, unmotivated, and lacking parental encouragement
(Roueche, 1976). In addition, they saw themselves as having more
personal and family problems than other students (Dispenzieri, I968 )
.
Unfortunately, the author did not investigate whether student drop-outs
actually did suffer more serious problems than those students who
remained. Finally, these students were frequently the first member of
their family to attend college, coming from a home where an understand-
ing of college was minimal (Gross, 1973).
Special programs have, therefore, evolved to treat this paxticu-
lar type of student whose needs cry out for amelioration. It is
encouraging to find in the literature various remedial, programs in
diverse parts of the continental United States as evidence of a nation-
wide thrust toward helping this student. The Oasis Program in Cali-
fornia (Clark, 1978)1 the Discovery Prograjn in New York (Dispenzieri,
1968 ), and the LIP Program in Dallas (Holt and Hegar, 1975) are mute
but effective testimony to a concerted effort to assist those students
sorely in need of help.
The Cooling-Out Process
. Particular controversy appears in the litera-
ture in deaJ-ing with Burton Clark's concept of "cooling-out." Indeed,
in this review of community college counseling, the most heated dis-
agreement was found in this area. Because the concept is unfamiliar
to most people, this paper will first present a description of the
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meaning of this concept and its subsequent controversy.
In a society such as ours, adults and media socialize young people
and instill in them ideas and values. These socialized preferences
include individualism, success, and wealth. Youngsters are encouraged
to regard themselves as having unlimited potential. This socialization
varies depending on gender. The young boy meets his heroes early.
Whether in the form of Horatio Alger, who faces apparently insur-
mountable obstacles, or Clark Kent, who is a timid and helpless male,
children are presented with heroes who transform themselves into para-
gons of morality and personifications of achievement. For the young
female, her success is tied up with marriage and the soulmate. As in
"Cinderella" or "Snow White," young girls are convinced that they have
a great destiny with a very successful man.
Such ideas are for children and must be put aside when one reaches
3-^ul'thood. Unfortunately, according to Burton Clark, many people
possess dreams that outstrip their abilities; yet many adults refuse to
relinquish these unrealistic dreams. Democratic society has encouraged
these high aspirations, these notions of upward mobility. Clark
believes that those people denied achievement need to be mollified. To
deflect their resentments and maintain their motivation, these people
need an alternative for their disappointments. A common disappointment
for many of these over-aspiring people is rejection by the college of
their choice (Clark, i960).
At this juncture the community college enters. This institution
serves to diminish this person's sense of rejection. However, the
college performs another function besides that of calming the people.
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This second task is that of the "Cooling-Out Process," where students
with allegedly moderate or even marginal ability will modify their
levels of aspiration. In an attempt at compassion, Clark speaks of two
possible methods with low-ability students—the hard approach, where
students are confronted regarding their limits, and the soft approach,
where the college minimizes the failure of unpromising students (Clark,
1961) . This process is particularly imperative for those students
enrolled in the community college and fully intent upon matriculating
at a four-year college. These students, who are intent upon but aca-
demically unsuited for college, amount to 30^ of the junior college
student body (Clark, i960).
Such an elitist notion is staggering in its implications. The
thread of Clark's argument is thoroughly undemocratic in theory and
aristocratic in orientation. Yet, Clark stands not alone in his posi-
tion. A recent article declared the community college counselor as
the primary agent in this cooling out process (Kester, 1974). Other
research describes counselors' efforts to lower the aspirations of
students on academic probation (Fitch, 1970 ) . In this case, students
in academic jeopardy at Cerritos Community College were advised to
lower their goals, change their major, and modify their aspirations.
No attempt was made to connect inferior student work with institutional
factors, such as rigid curriculum or Inappropriate teaching styles.
Fortunately, Clark's point of view has not gone unanswered. One
dramatic reply described the cooling out process, as performed by coun-
selors, as instilling a fear of Inferiority. By reliance upon intelli-
gence tests and personality inventories, devices described elsewhere as
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of doubtful validity, counselors Instill students with greater doubt
regarding their ability (Zwerling, I976 ) . Instead of seeing academic
failure as a lack of confidence, the followers of Clark were criticieed
for using grades as a judgement of a person's adequacy. Zwerling urged
counselors to consider social class factors, along with poverty, as
instrumental in students’ poor performance. Finally, he urged coun-
selors to replace cooling-out with heating up. Counselors should
motivate students to define themselves differently in order to increase
their aspirations.
Innovations in Counseling in the Community College
Decentralized Counseling and Systems Approach Model . A particular
criticism that students have mentioned in their assessments of com-
munity college counselors is their inaccessibility. Usually located in
a central office with a series of separate cubicles, many counselors
are not visible to the majority of students. Indeed, in some community
colleges the students are not aware of the office location of student
personnel (Meyer, 1972). Consequently, the counselors are not cadled
upon even by those who might want their services. Given the relative
invisibility of counselors, a notion termed decentralized counseling
has emerged in the literature.
Instead of housing counselors in one locale, the college would
disperse them throughout the campus. They would be located in places
adjacent to clcLSsrooms, student lounges, or cafeterias. The advantages
ajre several; these staff people are easily accessible to students;
they have more frequent contact with faculty, with whom students fre-
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quently have difficulties; and the counselors are better able to
initiate contact with students who need help (Amburgey, I973 ) . Further-
more, in a decentralized setting the gap between the college’s
instructional and counseling function is reduced.
This organizational experiment serves to place the student per-
sonnel staff into the very center of the community college, where it
really belongs (O'Banion and Thurstone, 1972). This approach to
counseling was incorporated into the planning of the first campus of
J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College. A review of the problems
attendant upon this type of counseling is examined along with the
solutions. The Investigator concluded that "decentralized counseling
helps maximize a student's college experience" (Amburgey, 1973, p. 27).
Other research (Field and Becker, 197^) has offered some reservations
about such a program. In this study, students expressed a certain
hesitation about the pervasive presence of counselors. The apparent
problem with the counselors in this particular community college was
their officiousness--their over-eagerness to assist students who had
not yet recognized their need for help.
Despite this reseivation, decentralized counseling offers features
that are important in the ongoing activity of the junior college stu-
dent. A particular counseling model that fits quite snugly into the
decentralized counseling program! is called the systems approach model.
In this model, the student is confronting an issue of some kind--
personal, academic, or vocational. Given the ready availability of
the decentralized counselor, the student recognizes the opportunity for
assistance. If the student requested the counselor's assistance in a
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systems approach model, the two of them would choose a particular goal
that would resolve the client’s problem. In effect, this model offers
the student an exercise in decision-making and attempts, with some
success, to reduce complex problems and relationships to manageable
inputs (Hosford and Ryan, I970)
.
Several aspects of this model are worth stressing. In the first
place, a clear anticipation of vrtiat counseling could accomplish is
negotiated. Secondly, criteria become available for aissessing outcomes
of counseling with different clients. Lastly, this model offers the
counselor an opportunity to search for new techniques in helping stu-
dents (Krumholtz, I966). Although the student is not in the classroom,
he is allegedly learning something as a result of the exchange with the
coiinselor. The systems approach model offers the student a clear
demonstration of leaLmlng. As Woodrull states: "The most meaningful
learning experience comes about when a student recognizes the reason
for learning a specific skill and the relevaince of that skill to a
plan for achieving his objectives" ( 1972 , p. 46).
Many people would question the extent of the learning process in
a counseling setting. However, closer examination reveals that this
interaction between counselor and student is exactly that, a learning
experience. The student has sought out the counselor because he is
stuck. His methods are not working, his coping mechanisms axe faulty,
or his solutions axe not satisfying. He wishes to leaxn something new.
And the counselor can, if available and skilled in the systems approach,
offer this student a very real learning experience.
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Non-Tradltlonal Counsellns Heifers. This paper has already dealt with
the needs of community college students, especially as they relate to
the responsibilities of community college counselors. Thus far, the
paper has documented suggestions regarding ne« areas for counselors to
explore In assisting students j furthermore, It has provided documenta-
tion that calls upon counselors to be more active In soliciting
students and assigns more tasks to counselors. Indeed, the literature
makes serious requests upon the counselor to assume the duties of an
ombudsman (Penney, 1972), liaison officer (Schaefer, 1975), and broker
(Charles, 1978),
If counselors are in earnest regarding these new areas of respon-
certain traditional non-critical functions may have to
be reassigned to someone else. Fortunately, investigators have recom-
mended certain people who could relieve the counselor of some of his
duties. Paraprofessionals, peer counselors, retired people, and people
in the religious life have all been suggested as possible helpers.
Substantial data are available on the paraprofessional counselor.
One investigator surveyed II9 community college counselors regarding
their perceptions of acceptable responsibilities for the parapro-
fessional (McKee, 1977)* The counselors* responses Indicated clearly
that acceptable areeis of responsibility for the paraprofessional. would
be in the area of guidance and product-oriented services. The latter
function involves handing out occupational-educational information and
administering and scoring certain tests. The 23-inember Washington State
Community College System was examined in its use of paraprofessionals
(Anderson, 1972). Of the total, only five expressed reluctance to use
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paraprofessionals in their counseling service. The other eighteen had
staffed paraprofessionals in such areas as scheduling, advising, giving
out career information, and coordinating tests. Some of these staff
members had substantial education; for instance, one had a Master's
Degree in counseling. Other paraprofessionals revealed educational
preparation ranging from a four-year college degree to one currently
enrolled student. In delineating the nature of the paraprofessioneil,
one article does identify this person's role in terms of four models
(Matson, 1971).
The literature revealed one case of paraprofessional counseling in
the area of alcohol and drug abuse (Yen, 1977). After examining the
120 training programs for paraprofessionals throughout the United
States, the author points out how behavioral training is lacking in
these programs; indeed, only a few programs Include even one course in
behavioral counseling. The article goes on to describe training pro-
cedures for paraprofessional drug counselors and offers curriculum
design along with evaluation procedures.
Another study explored the personality traits necessary in an
effective paraprofessional counselor. In this case, the sample con-
sisted entirely of college graduates who had a limited amount of coun-
selor training. Aside from the level of classroom preparation, the
successful paraprofessional was an open and accepting person who demon-
strated a sense of self-assurajice ajid self-worth. The study cites the
critical need of at least one professional counselor for assistance,
along with an institutional recognition of the paraprofessional ' s
place (Young, 1978).
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Another source of counselor assistance exists in the student body
itself. In this case, the helper is called a peer counselor. The
literature does offer a number of vital Insights into peer counseling.
Research exists on training programs, peer systems that failed, per-
sonality traits in the successful peer counselor, and cases of success-
ful Implementation of the peer counseling system.
Virginia Western Community College attempted to institute a peer
counseling training program, without success (Anderson, 1975). Their
initial failure prompted the counseling staff to develop a sixteen-step
modular training program, wherein each unit focused on a particular
cognitive skill or affective task. This foimat is very similar to a
peer counseling program developed in North Carolina (Parker, 1976).
Interestingly, both studies corrected faults in their initial efforts,
revised their program, and experienced success.
In evaluating the viability of a peer counseling program, two
researchers utilized a year-long study (Pyle and Snyder, 1971). First,
they surveyed the means of selecting students for the position of peer
counselor; in this case, the cajididates were tested on the Edwards Per-
sonnel Preference Schedule. Ten students were selected on the basis of
their ability to accept values different from their own, a positive
regard for themselves and for others, and a capacity for empathy.
Their training commenced in the summer of 19^9 i and consisted of ten
three-hour sessions. The peer counselors worked in that capacity for
two semesters and their work was reviewed in May, 1970. The results
were overwhelmingly positive, beised on the assessments of full-time
counselors, the peer counselors, and their student clients. However,
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the peer counselor did struggle with role ambiguity, an altogether
understandable dilemma given their position in the college. But the
positive results are similar to those gathered in the Haroum Junior
College study (Blai, I976 )
.
These claims of effectiveness in peer counseling are buoyed by a
sophisticated experiment involving two disadvantaged groups-one sub-
ject to peer counseling and the other lacking that opportunity. The
data indicated that the group with peer counseling suffered less attri-
tion over two semesters. This documented conclusion is very dramatic,
since the group without peer counseling had demonstrated a cleax aca-
demic advantage, as measured by the SCAT, A similar study revealed
that peer counseling in the vocational area was especially successful
when the counselor was in the same curriculum as the student (Ellis,
1975)
.
Retired people are a third source of coianselor assistance that
community colleges have not explored. The Massachusetts Board of
Regional Community Colleges created a Project Reach Program, designed
to recruit retired people who are knowledgeable about certain careers.
These counselors would be trained, although they were bringing with
them knowledge of current occupations. They would reduce the student-
counselor ratio and, thus provide more time for each student. As pre-
sented in the article, the results are very encouraging (Najarian, 1977).
Ministers are sometimes eager to assist students. Counseling is a
traditional vehicle through which this pastoral dimension of the minis-
ter could be realized. Although college administrations may express
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fears of a negative response to ministers or priests, the research does
not support such fears. Little evidence of stereotyping ministers
appeared; indeed, female respondents expressed a favorable preference
toward them as counselors (Lee, I972)
. of 534 community colleges that
responded to a survey, 39^ (213) offered religious counseling.
Interestingly, 50^ (267) of the deans regarded religious counseling as
inappropriate, and only lyfo (79) of the colleges surveyed permitted
religious groups access to student activity funds. Strong reservations
do exist regarding the use of religious counseling and the appropriate-
ness of religious activities as part of the community college experience.
^ Person's Intemality-Externality Locus of Control
. One of the most
promising theoretical constructs to emerge out of the literature of
the last twenty years is the concept of Internality-extemality. This
notion is related to the person's locus of control, that is, to his
conviction regarding the control of events that occur to him. The
promising nature of this dual concept is evident in the prodigious
amount of research that has related internality-extemality to many
facets of human life. In particular, the counselor's repertoire of
skills would be enhanced if he were to become familiar with this
notion.
When Julian Rotter completed his text Social Learning and Clinical
Psychology (I936) one particularly novel idea was his theoretical con-
tribution of Internality vs. externality. The description of the person
with either locus of control is graphic and exciting. In addition, the
implications to counseling are fax-reaching. Rotter's description of
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the external locus of control person Is one who does not recognize a
connection between events that affect him and his efforts. In other
words, he perceives results that affect him as a function of luck. fate,
chance, or powerful others. He lacks personal control of the payoffs
in his life. The person with Internal locus is the one who perceives
contingency
,
a connection between his own behavior and his life
chances. He regards effort as efficacious, and accomplishment as a
result of personal effort (Rotter, I956)
.
To avoid a Horatio Alger misunderstanding of this concept. Rotter
offers certain qualifications. The two polaxities are on a continuum,
not a dichotomy; consequently, each of us is located somewhere on a
scale moving in a direction toward one pole or the other. In addition,
the internal person is realistic. That is to say, he does not regard
himself as having unlimited power and possibility. Instead, he recog-
nizes his limits and admits to the existence of factors impinging upon
his life.
Certain personality traits seem to be strongly correlated with an
external orientation. These traits include childhood learning problems
(Loeb, 1975) » high level of hostility (Turner, 1971) » and an untrustlng
attitude (Hamsher, Geller, and Rotter, I968)
. In addition, evidence
exists that indicates higher levels of anxiety among people who are
externals (Watson, 1967 ; Ray and Katahn, I968) . The world view of
people who regard themselves as powerless is one of chronic danger,
pervasive threat (Phares, I968), and sheer helplessness. If they axe
convinced that they lack personal resources to cope with the exigencies
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of life, the level of aralety and the sense of threat are Inevitably
going to be pronounced.
Certain research has indicated a relationship between race and
levels of externality. Milgram, for instance, compared locus of control
for Black and white children at four age levels (I97I). While the
data indicated stronger levels of externality among the lower class
Black youngsters, the same findings occurred in a study of lower class
Anglo-American students (Garza, 1974). Furthermore, a recent doctoral
dissertation demonstrated that differences in scores among subjects of
^3-ces disappears if social class is held constant (Friend,
1973)* In other words, the crucial issue is social class, not
culture, in acquiring an external type of conviction.
The prevalence of externality in females has been explored. In
terms of academic performance, internality was positively correlated
with academically achieving males; for academically successful females,
however, internality was negatively correlated with academic achieve-
ment (McDonald, 1973) • In other words, those females studied haxd,
performed well, and then attributed their good grades to the external
environment (Midgley and Abrams, 1973). Their interpretations of their
good grades included claims of "the exam was easy" or "others helped
me" (McDonald, 1973» P* 8). Given the response, both by males and by
other females, to a successful and/or intelligent woman, it should come
as no surprise that a young woman would shrink from admitting her
talent. It is safer by far to "claim luck or fate to explain her
success" (Thurber, 1972, p. 454).
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The irony of the college woman's delusion, however understandable
this claim of external attribution is for her acceptance by others,
lies in her refusal to recognize her talent. The evidence is available
in the form of good grades to document the counselor's claim of her
ability. Her insistence that the good grades are due to chance deny
her a basic discovery about herself.
In helping people with such external convictions, the community
college counselor has several pieces of reseeirch exploring the rela-
tionship between academic performance and the internal-external control
construct. Importantly, these vairied researchers all share the con-
clusion that a belief in one's internal locus of control is a funda-
mental step in the direction of success in college. Whether the area
studied was adjustment to different types of learning environments
(Koop, 1968), anxiety problems (Hountras and Scharf, I970)
,
or grade
difficulty (Gozali and Cleary, 1973 ) 1 the researchers consistently
found a demonstrable connection between success in those areas with an
internality orientation.
This issue of internal-external locus of control has been applied
to community college counseling. Especially in dealing with non-
tradltional or high-risk students, counselors have not distinguished
themselves. High levels of withdrawals, incomplete courses, low grades,
and academic probation are painfully common reminders to counselors of
their ineffectiveness with such student popiilations. Given this situa-
tion, a counseling staff at ten community colleges developed a "coun-
seling for internality" strategy to deal with students on academic
probation. In conjunction with Individualized learning for the
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subjects they were failing, these students met with counselors who
focused on the individual's level of externality. The study also
included matching students who were counseled in the traditional modali-
ties. The data were gathered over the course of three semesters. The
students in the study were pre-tested and post-tested for levels of
anxiety and locus of control. Data analysis revealed that traditional
counseling methods produced initial movements toward intemality and
decreases in anxiety; however, subsequent study of the same students
revealed gradual return to their high levels of externality and anxiety.
The students in the non-traditlonal type of counseling moved in the
direction of intemality and remained there (Roueche and Minx, 1976)
.
In other words, traditional counseling increased the clients'
level of intemality unintentionally and only temporarily. In a seren-
diplty-like fashion, the traditional counselors seemed to allay the
students' anxiety about the world. But this movement was short-lived,
replaced within a year and a half by the old notions of a powerful
universe sind a helpless person. Such was not the case with the coun-
selor who used strategies of intemality. The student clients seemed
to move in a direction toward intemality and stayed there.
Documented research supports the claim that a counselor can assist
his client in a number of ways by focusing on the intemality-extemality
.
construct. Evidence exists, for example, suggesting that attitudinal
change is amenable to the issue of intemality (Procikuk and Breen,
197^) • In addition, the client's ability to deal effectively with the
world is enhanced by dealing with the client's notion of his ability to
manipulate his environment (Warehime and Fields, 1971) • In dealing
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with any client issue, the counselor who focuses on intemality-
externality attends to the client's verbal statements and employs any
one of several techniques. When a client states. "Ibey want me to be
— the counselor confronts him with the question. "What do you want
to be? In addition, the counselor could reward the client who makes
internal statements ("I will seek tutoring" or "I will ask my professor
for help."). A third possible tactic in dealing with the client's
externality is to get the subject to attend to contingencies of his
behavior. That is to say. the client recognizes a cause-effect
sequence in his behavior. Following this recognition, the client is
asked what he might have done at that time to change the outcomes. In
addition, the counselor asks the client what he might do to cheinge the
outcomes of the present (Reimanis and Schaeffer. 1974).
The concept of Internality-externality is an exciting one in all
of its Implications. However, a note of caution is in order. In
certain types of counseling circumstances, clients will respond dif-
ferently depending upon their levels of internality. One study, for
instance, explored college students in group therapy. Based on certain
data about their view of the world, the students were placed into
internal or external groups. For people with strong levels of inter-
nality. the counselor or therapist was confounded by a directive
approach. Instead, internal clients were very responsive to non-
directive group therapy. Externally oriented clients, on the other
hand, preferred a very directive fom of therapy from the counselor
(Abramowitz. 197^)*
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Conclusion
This examination of the many facets of community college coun-
seling has attempted to be comprehensive and accurate. This chapter
has explored the environment in which the counselor operates, the type
of student who constitutes his clientele, and the student's assessment
of his work; furthermore, the chapter has attempted to offer some inno-
vations and experiments in counseling community college students. From
the areas covered, the literature tells us the following:
1. Many community colleges are operating on educational models
that are outdated or irrelevant to the needs of the community
college
.
2. Some counselors are very hesitant about assessments of their
performance; furthermore, a number of students have some
serious reservations about counselors.
3* Attrition or withdrawal from college prior to the completion
of the semester—is a chronic problem endemic to the community
college
4. Students at the community college aire very heterogeneous.
They are old and young, divorced, single, and married. Black,
Chlcano, and white.
5. Controversial functions have been assigned the community
college, including the cooling out process.
6. Some counseling innovations have appeared in the community
college setting. Decentralized counseling, paraprofessionals.
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and explorations in concepts of intemality-externality are
examples
.
7. Student-counselor ratio approximates 375:1 in most community
colleges,
8. Ethnicity of the counselor is an important factor in the
perceptions of many students.
9. Counselors are urged to be wary of their biases in dealing
with certain students—especially minorities and women—cind to
be cautious in using certain tests, especially intelligence and
personality tests.
10.
Counseling staffs are unrepresentative of many of the student
constituencies; furthermore, some student groups are not given
much attention by counselors (handicapped, veterans, and
part-time students)
.
The literature does not tell us;
1 . What counseling techniques are most effective with certain
students- -such as women or minority students.
2. What mechanisms can be used to reduce the student-counselor
ratio
.
3* What steps need to be taken to deal with problems of attrition,
4. What is the level of effectiveness with paraprofessionals
.
5. What adjustments must be made to make academic advising more
effective
.
6. What resources exist to help in redefining the role of the
community college counselor to make him more responsive to the
student of the I980's.
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Chapter III will describe an experimental study that attempted
to remedy some of the counseling deficiencies described in this
chapter. The study utilized a set of communication skills that are
appropriate for the community college classroom. The purpose of these
skills was to make teachers more responsive to the needs of their
students
.
CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Introduction
This chapter discusses the study done between September 1
,
I98O,
and December 21
,
I98O. Terms are defined, the scope and limitations
of the study delineated, the procedure explained, a list of the com-
munication skills included, and the means of data collection described,
Ssimple
The choice of faculty members for this activity was based upon
scientific procedures. Of the I33 teachers at Holyoke Community
College, thirty-eight were randomly chosen as possible participants in
the research, A preliminary letter of inquiry was sent to the thirty-
eight chosen by this method. This letter briefly outlined the proposed
activity, the person's involvement, and the potential benefits.
A phone call to these people followed the letter. This call was
intended to make clear to them the purposes of this study and the
possible consequences for them. Of the thirty-eight faculty who were
initially contacted by letter, thirty-three expressed a willingness to
pursue this matter further. The reluctance of the other five faculty
members was related to matters of time pressure, claims of invasion of
privacy, and doubts about the significance of the communication skills.
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The faculty members Interested In this exercise met on campus the
week before classes officially began. Orientation activities and
advising new students usually occupy the teachers’ attention during
these five days. Time was found, however, for appointments with thirty
of the faculty members during this week. The remaining three were
available the first week of class. The interview with these individu-
als lasted between twenty and thirty minutes. In this conversation the
skills were given to them. The clarity of the instructions was explored,
as were any doubts they had. Confidentiality and anonymity were guar-
anteed, as was their academic freedom. Their freedom to choose the
skills was emphasized, as were their responses to these skills. Of the
thirty-three faculty members thus solicited, twenty-eight a^eed to
participate in the study as the experimental group.
The five faculty members who declined to participate in this
activity were interviewed a second time. Their motives were similar in
several ways. While the verbal expressions explaining their refusal
varied, they all shared a basic skepticism regarding the value of this
activity. Some doubted the possibility of making teachers more effec-
tive, while others criticized the idea of personal familiarity with
students.
The experimental group consisted, therefore, of twenty-eight full-
time faculty members. The following divisions each had four members
in this group: Business, Social Science, Health Related, and Physical
Science. One division, Humainities, had five representatives, and
the laist division. Biological Science, had seven participants in this
activity. These figures correspond proportionately to the actual
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concentration of full-time faculty according to division at Holyoke
Community College.
Once the size and nature of the experimental group was established,
the task of developing a control group emerged. Every effort was made
to minimize any differences between the two groups. Letters were sent
out requesting the assistance of college faculty who were not in the
experimental group. A subsequent phone call ascertained willingness
to complete a questionnaire regarding their teaching at Holyoke Commu-
nity College. As a result of these efforts, a control group developed
consisting of twenty-eight volunteers. Their divisional, affiliation
corresponded to the affiliation of members of the experimental group.
Insofar as possible, professional ranks were held constant between the
two groups, as were issues of tenure, educational level, ajid sex.
Definition of Terms
Community College . An institution that offers two yeajrs of education
beyond high school at a comparatively low cost to the student; in
addition, its objectives include open admission to any adult citizen,
a comprehensive curriculum, and a community orientation.
Counselor . An officer of the student personnel services whose acti-
vities supplement classroom programs by offering students opportunity
to develop themselves personally, socially, and vocationally.
Faciil ty . Community college staff members who usually possess an
advanced degree in an axea. of specialization in which they teach a
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full-time load, consisting of between twelve and fifteen hours per
semester,
Gonmunlcatlon SUlls. A set of techniques wherein the teacher
approaches students in an attempt to establish rapport with them as
individuals; in this approach, a concern for the person’s needs and
personal growth and a respect for his/her uniqueness are paramount.
of Communication Skills
. What follows are suggestions and
techniques for faculty members interested in acquiring Interpersonal
skills and in improving communication in the classroom. The strategies
have been separated into four areas.
A . Interpersonal Relationships and Faculty-Student Interaction
1. Learn students' names, and let them know how you want to
be addressed. Be sure to tell them your office location.
2. Have after-class conversations (I-5 minutes) with rotating
students
.
3 . Have students pick up corrected work in your office in-
stead of returning the papers in class.
4. Telephone students who are absent.
5 . Solicit feedback from serious, interested students about
your attitude, style, etc.
6 . Socialize with students in ways consistent with you.
7. Have at leaist one personal interview with each student
every semester.
8 . Listen closely to student comments ajid opinions.
9 . Avoid value judgments on student confidences.
10,
Orgajiize a "buddy system" (perhaps pairing students up by
major) for absences/work missed.
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B • Classroom Style
1 . Circulate through the classroom
maintain a physical closeness,
create a barrier.
as you lecture in order to
Don't let props (lectern)
2
. With the mid-term grade provide
needed to improve.
an explanation of what is
3.
Discuss the fears and apprehensions students may feel.
resources are available outside of
5 . Fill out an index card with
student
.
personal information on each
C. Faculty Initiated Activities
1.
Hold small group discussions when feasible.
2 . Take the initiative in contacting students who are doWpoorly. For example, at mid-term or final exam time askif a badly failing student will drop the course.
3» Watch for the passive student.
4. Take students on a tour of the Learning Resource Center,
the Reading Study Skills Area, and the Counseling Center.
5. Work with the counselor with failing students.
6. Provide special tutoring sessions and/or extra classes.
7« Check with other faculty who have the same students.
8. Do a weekly self-evaluation of the class.
D. Student Activities
1. Have students read each others' papers before they turn
them in.
2. If a field trip is planned, have students work on it and
make some of the arrangements,
3. Submit sample test questions to the class.
4. Watch for the emergence of student leaders, and use their
skills to improve student performance.
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and results of
specific goals for themselves
of their learning and their
These skills have been adapted from a series of workshops held
at Jefferson Oommunity College in Louisville, Kentucky (Horvath, I979)
.
Scope and Limitations
The scope of this study on community college counseling is con-
fined to a particular institution, Holyoke Community College, and for
a particular semester. Fall, I98O. Its Intent has teen to explore the
efficacy of communication skills adapted by college faculty as part of
their repertoire in the classroom.
No effort to apply this strategy to other community colleges is
intended. Hopefully, the results of this study have value and rele-
vance to other community colleges. However, the findings are not
intended to be infinitely generali2sable.
It is important to realize that the participants in this study are
full-time faculty members actively involved in teaching a college level
discipline. They are teaching between four and six sections of their
subject and most have had minimal experience with counseling as a
resource skill. Rather than viewing this lack as a restriction on the
study, this researcher has been Impressed by their collective enthu-
siasm in this endeavor and by their eagerness to develop further skills
in relating to students.
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The methodology Includes a sample of faculty members who have
been chosen to learn these skills. In addition, a control group was
developed which was similar to the experimental group In the most
important variables (age, sex, race, educational level, salary, years
Of teaching, professional rank).
Unfortunately, several methodological shortcomings exist In this
study. In the first place, the subjects In this sample were not
randomly assigned. Furthermore, the size of the sample may not be
sufficiently large to satisfy strict scientific criteria. Finally, the
questionnaire used to test the effectiveness of these communication
skills calls for subjective responses and so may not lend itself to
tests for validity and reliability.
Procedure
Subjects
. The population for the study included all full-time teaching
faculty at Holyoke Community College.
Samp]^ Study. From this group, a study sample, of faculty volunteers
was exposed to and became trained in communication skills in counseling.
A control group of faculty members, similar to the experimental group
insofar as possible, was also developed.
Independent Variable , In this study, a faculty member's use of the
communication skills (cited in Appendix A) in the classroom constituted
the independent variable. This study regarded those communication
skills as a cause.
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V^ia^. Student performance in the classroom was the
dependent variable. Student performance was measured by attendance
and withdrawal rate, grades, participation in class, requests for
help, cuid office visits.
Hypothesis
. If faculty members employ the communication skills (cited
in Appendix A) in the classroom, then a beneficial effect on students'
performance will result.
This beneficial effect can be measured by: (a) attendance rates,
(b) withdrawal rates, (c) rates of completed assignments, (d) grade
results, (e) levels of student participation in class, (f) levels of
student enthusiasm, (g) frequency of student requests for help, (h)
frequency of student office visits, (i) student-initiated discussion
of subject matter outside of class.
Questionnaire
. A questionneiire was developed and administered to both
the control group and the experimental group. The questionnaire was
comprised of seventy-three forced-choice questions that both groups
were required to ajiswer; furthermore, the experimental group was able
to make an appraisal of the communication skills by way of nine addi-
tional questions . The data gathered from this questionnaire wets
analyzed in five sepaxate sections:
(l) The experimental group and control group were compared in
terms of their attitudes toward and beliefs about the community college
student. A series of questions have elicited their respective con-
victions toward the community college, with special emphasis on the
needs of the student. The purpose of this analysis was to determine
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the teaching characteristics of both groups. It was felt by this
researcher that these questions should produce responses that reveal
any significant attitudinal differences existing between the members
of both groups. Should these questions disclose a very basic similarity
between the groups, then any differences found between the results of
the groups in the next section cannot be accounted for by differences
that they began with.
(2) A demographic analysis of the two groups is presented.
Comparisons are made between the two groups on the basis of solid
empirical variables (such eis age, rank, years of teaching).
(3) An examination of the two groups in terms of levels of satis-
faction is presented; in addition, data are presented exploring rela-
tionships between levels of satisfaction and a number of variables.
( 4) An examination of projected student withdrawals of the two
groups is explored; furthermore, student withdrawal rates and their
possible relationship to other variables eire included.
( 5) The experimental and control groups are compared aind con-
trasted on the basis of their appraisal of their Fall, I98O student
populations. The two groups assessed their students using nine
variables in comparison with students from earlier semesters in the
same course.
( 6 ) Lastly, an exajnination of the appraisal of students by the
experimental group and the control group is presented. The data
gathered from the respondents is analyzed to shed light on the bene-
ficial effects, if ajiy, of these communication skills.
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Significance of the Study
The ultimate objective of this attempt to implement communication
skills in the community college classroom is for the benefit of the
student. This dissertation has already documented (Chapter II) the
untraditional nature of the junior/community college student body.
While community colleges are practicing an open-door admission policy
to all applicants, they have been criticized for providing inadequate
assistance with the academic deficiencies of their students. Failing
grades, incomplete work, withdrawal, erratic classroom attendance are
all reflections of students unprepared for or bored with the community
college experience.
A faculty body disenchanted with their working conditions may
serve to compound the problem of these students in need of special
assistance. The roots of faculty discontent may be readily appeLcent.
Limited promotions, absence of raises, threats of cutbacks and
retrenchment—all these generate an atmosphere of low faculty morale.
When these difficult working conditions are coupled with a student
population in need of special academic assistance, many staff members
may find community college teaching to be less than satisfying.
Ironically, these teachers disenchanted with their present working
conditions are confronted by a job market that is clearly shrinking.
Given this circumstance, most community college faculty are faced with
remaining in their present rank with little chance of promotion or a
transfer to another college.
*•
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Although the coimnunication skills in this dissertation are
designed primarily for the benefit of the students, it is possible
that faculty members could also profit. The classroom could become a
more exciting and dynamic experience for the instructor. Indeed,
s/he could, like the student, experience personal growth and pro-
fessional Improvement in this humanistic enterprise. The teacher,
otherwise lacking in financial or status incentive, could discover the
classroom as a place of individual creativity. This Increased teacher
satisfaction could then result in greater student satisfaction.
Qne measurable dimension of student dissatisfaction is withdrawal,
the process whereby a student terminates his/her membership in a class
or in the college. Withdrawal rates pose a formidable problem in
most community colleges, and Holyoke is no exception. For purposes of
this dissertation, the connections between student withdrawal rates
and faculty characteristics are being explored. This investigation
reveals how the college instructor might contribute to this very real
problem; consequently, the experience of learning the communication
skills could assist in reversing this trend.
Chapter III ha^ described the design of the study. An analysis
of the sample, a definition of terras, the scope and limits of the
study, as well as the procedures, have all been described.
Chapter IV will present the results of the study. These results
cire discussed verbally and summarized in tabular form.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Introduction
The communication skills presented to each of the twenty-eight
faculty volunteers were broken into four categories. The categories
are as follows, with the number of skills for each category in paren-
theses; interpersonal relationships and faculty-student interaction
(10); classroom style (I5); faculty-initiated activities (8); and
student activities (6). Twenty more skills were available to the
volunteers, from which they were free to choose the ones that felt
the most comfortable for them.
The volunteer faculty began am application of the skills in
the first week of the Fall, I98O semester. The application of the
skills, in terms of a student population amd in terms of frequency of
application per class, was left to the discretion of the individual
instructor.
When the semester concluded in December, I98O, a questionnaire
(See Appendix A.) was sent to the twenty-eight volunteers. The
experimental group faculty had eighty-two items for which they
selected responses from forced-choice alternatives. The control
group of twenty-eight faculty received a questionnaire identical in
all but one respect; for obvious reasons, they were not expected to
reply to any item dealing with the skills utilized.
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Attitudes Toward Community College Students
A crucial feature of this dissertation Is to discern the effects,
If any, on students of faculty using the communication skills. To
demonstrate these effects, both the experimental group and the control
group have assessed student performance at the end of the Fall, I98O
semester. If the skills have been effective, then substantial differ-
ences In appraisal of student performance should appear.
At the end of the semester, both groups assessed student behavior
In terms of measurable criteria (absences, grades, withdrawal rates,
etc.) which are summarized In Chapter IV. Since significant differences
have been found between the two groups. It Is possible that the com-
munication skills have helped faculty In enhancing student performance.
Another possible Interpretation of these reported differences
exists. Conceivably, the faculty members vrfio volunteered to employ
the skills were different from the control group. Consequently, any
differences In student behavior and performance could then be Imputed
to these Instructors and not to the skills.
In an effort to detect such differences between the two groups,
responses from both faculty groups to a series of questions on the pur-
pose of a community college have been tested for statlstlceil signifi-
cance. Any significant attltudlnal differences between the groups
should emerge In their responses.
On the other hand. If the data gathered here Illustrate funda-
mental slmllaxltles between the two groups, then the suggestion that
members of both groups eire essentially the same Is a very plausible
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assumption. Consequently, any dlfferenoes In student performanoe that
are reported between the two groups are muoh more likely to be related
to the communication skills.
Ten hypothetical objectives were presented to members of both
groups in order to ascertain their attitudes toward students. Faculty
members could respond to these objectives in one of five ways: (l)
strongly disagree; (2) disagree, (3) unsure, (4) agree, (5) strongly
agree. For purposes of ecoi^, all subsequent diagrams win
the^ responses their numbers across the top of each table.
To Enh^^ Stub’s Concept
. College instructors readily see
their classroom function as one of communicating information, facts,
and concepts. Given the traditional college format of a fifty minute
lecture, many instructors rarely recognize the personal needs that a
student could have. As the literature has already revealed, adoles-
cents, especially those in the community college, need to develop as
people in terms of esteem and self concept.
By cultivating these communication skills, faculty members might
become better acquainted with their students, begin to recognize their
needs, and attempt to meet some of those needs. At the conclusion of
the semester
,
the experimental group and the control group were asked
to respond to the notion of developing a student's self concept as
a legitimate purpose of the commiinity college. The responses to this
proposed objective are presented in Table 1 on the next page.
Four control group members disagreed with this objective, whereas
only one experimental group member disagreed. Agreement with this
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objective revealed substantial similarity between the two groups
While twenty of the control group agreed,
with this suggestion, twenty-four of the
to one degree or another,
experimental group also con-
ourred. The use of statistical testa suggests some Importanoe. the
ohl square test, for example, was 8.4 while the level of significance
approximated
.037. There Is evidence, therefore. Unking this one
objective In a relationship with one of these groups. However, on no
other objective did the statistical tests suggest anything but a
chance relationship.
TABLE 1
To Enhance the Student's Self Concept
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Control 0 4 4 5 15
Experimental 0 1 3 15 9
To Encourage a Positive Regard for People
. In a world that is becoming
more pluralistic, people are confronting circumstances unprecedented
in earlier generations. Contemporary men and women are facing a world
that is increasingly pluralistic and are meeting people with different
backgrounds and with dissimilar values. Clearly, the need exists for
students to learn to appreciate differences, to respect other value
systems, and to honor varying views of life.
Given the parochial background of many community college students,
this positive regard for people with different orientations may not
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have been nurtured. One possibility, therefore, is to encourage
community college faculty to mold a respect for cultural and social
variations.
The experimental group and control group were queried regarding
their attitude toward teaching a positive regard for others. The
results appear in Table 2.
TABLE 2
To Encourage a Positive Regard for People
(1) (2) (3) (^) (5)
Control 0 7 2 13 10
Experimental 0 0 5 9 14
The data indicates vrtiile seven control group members disagreed
with this suggested objective, no experimental group members shared
this position. However, group differences disappeared when the rates
of agreeing with this suggestion were compared; specifically, twenty-
three members from each group agreed with this suggestion. The appli-
cation of statistical tests yielded important results. The chi square
tested out at 5*67 and the significance score was .1283. These indi-
cations suggest that the liberally oriented instructor, with appropriate
teaching methods (such as these communication skills), could enlarge
the horizons of many students ard increase their positive regard of
others. Statistically, however, the differences between the two groups
are not significant.
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To Coaengate Pagt Educational Deficiencies
. A number of conmuiilty
ccllege students bring with them a variety of academic inadequacies
which jeopardize their progress In getting a degree. In some cases,
the students are able to remedy these deficiencies themselves, bad
study habits, for example, are susceptible to correction by way of
self-discipline and a quiet college library. Furthermore, other
deficiencies such as poor reading lend themselves to amelioration
through courses in reading comprehension.
Still, many students need other types of assistance in dealing
with the abstractions and conceptualizations so characteristic of the
college classroom. The two groups were queried regarding their atti-
tude toward compensating or assisting a student with past educational
deficiencies. The results are summarized in Table 3.
TABLE 3
To Compensate for Past Educational Deficiencies
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Control 0 8 8 8 4
Experimental 1 2 6 10 9
Some degree of group divergence is apparent here. The "strongly
agree" response, for example, was chosen by nine experimental group
members and by only four countrol group members. Furthermore, vdiere
eight members of the control group disagreed with this objective, only
three from the experimental group disagreed. Despite the apparent
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group differences over this issue, statistical tests revealed no sig-
nificant disagreement. The chi square test, for example, was 7.03 and
the level of significance was .I343 .
To Increase ^ Student 's Confidence
. Allied with, but different
from, the issue of self concept is the matter of the student's ability
to present himself to society. Whether it be an employer or an asso-
ciate, a person with a degree of self confidence distinguishes himself.
Ironically, many community college students have an academic track
record of mediocrity, or woi^e yet, failure. For them, self confidence
is a rare and elusive commodity.
Since this issue of self confidence is so vital to the community
college student, any differences between responses of the two faculty
groups needed to be explored. The data are summarized in Table 4,
TABLE 4
To Increase the Student's Self Confidence
(1) (2) (3) (^) (5)
Control 0 4 2 8 14
Experimental 0 1 2 15 10
In this case, four control group members but only one experimental
confederate expressed opposition to this function. A remarkable
similarity between both groups appeared. Twenty-five experimental and
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twenty-two control people expressed varying levels of agreement with
this objective. Chi-square was 4.59 and the degree of significance
was .2038.
To Develop Studer^’_Interpersonal Sj^lls
. As part of his/her reper-
toire, a student benefits personally and professionally by displaying
a sensitivity to the feelings of others and a respect for their unique-
ness. However, since a parochial background characterizes many two-
year college students, this ability to relate to others may be lacking;
consequently, the community college could function in a capacity of
developing an awareness of and a respect for people. Faculty members
responded to this suggested function as described in Table 5.
TABLE 5
To Develop Students' Interpersonal Skills
(1) (2) (3) (^) (5)
Control 0 6 1 11 10
Experimental 1 2 5 12 8
Six control, compared to three experimental, members disagreed
with the suggestion that this function was properly their responsibility.
In contrast, twenty-one control, compared to twenty experimental, con-
curred with the suggestion. The significant differences between the
two groups lay in the numbers disagreeing. Statistical tests suggest
no relationship with the skills; specifically, the chi square readout
was 5*93 the level of significance was .2047.
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To Clarlfjr the Students’ Goals. In the process of naturlty. college
students my stumble through a series of aspirations and goals that
appear unrelated to one another. In addition, discovering one's values
is a formidable task to many of them. To what extent is this matter
of personal development relevant to the community college faculty?
The experimental group and the control group both were asked to
respond to the hypothetical objective of clarifying a student's per-
sonal and occupational goals as the proper domain of the community
college. The results are summarized in Table 6.
TABLE 6
To Clarify the Students' Goals
(1) (2) (3) (^) (5)
Control 0 4 2 14 8
Experimental 0 1 5 16 6
remarkable similarity between the two
,
groups emerges from this
An identical number. twenty-two. from both groups concurred
with this suggestion. Furthemiore
,
an identical total from both groups
(six) expressed mild diseigreement or uncertainty over this objective.
As further evidence that no important differences exist between the two
groups over this issue, when statistical tests were applied, the chi
square reading wets 4.53 and the level of significance was .2093*
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To Inspire a Love of Learning. Faculty members on community college
staffs offer substantial years of Investment In education. A regard
for learning as Intrinsically valuable Is a hallmark of many educators.
The faculty at Holyoke Community College are no different, as Indicated
in Table 7,
TABLE 7
To Inspire a Love of Learning
(1) (2) ( 3) (^) ( 5)
Control 0 3 0 13 12
Experimental 0 0 1 15 12
Almost nine in ten (89^) of the experimental group subscribed to
this idea, a percentage very similaj: to the control group ( 93^). This
dedication to the cognitive skills is understandable in a population of
people trained in the academic arts and sciences. These teachers are,
however, dealing with students who may share neither an interest in nor
a commitment to traditional learning. Instead, community college stu-
dents betray needs that fall into the category of living and coping.
Conceivably, these students may not share with their instructors such a
fondness for leaLming since their concerns are with surviving. This
apparent clash of values may not help make the classroom a vibrant
environment that student and teacher alike would enjoy. Statistical
tests did not disclose any difference between the two groups, with a
chi square score of 4.14 and a significance of . 2464 .
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To People from Disadvantaged Backgrounds
. A controversy has
existed in higher education for the last twenty years regarding the
social conscience of American colleges and universities. The argument
has swirled around the issue of people from disadvantaged backgrounds
and the responsibility these institutions have to them.
In an effort to establish what differences, if any, exist between
the experimental group and the control group over this matter described
above, both groups were asked to respond to the suggestion the community
college exist, at least in part, to help students from disadvantaged
backgrounds. The responses to this suggestion appear in Table 8.
TABLE 8
To Help People from Disadvantciged Backgrounds
(1) (2) (3) (^) (5)
Control 0 2 2 14 10
Experimental 0 0 5 11 12
Again, a remarkable similarity appeared between the two groups;
for example, vriiere twenty-three members of the experimental group con-
curred, to one degree or another, with this objective, a very similar
twenty-four members of the control group also agreed. Furthermore,
where four control group members mildly disagreed or were unsure, five
experimental group members expressed the same uncertainty. The chi
square score for any significant differences between the two groups
was 3*28 and the test of significance resulted in .280?.
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To gevelop Self Reliance. The mature Individual Is one who can look to
himself to deal with the exigencies of life. A great deal of formal
education has been ontlolsed for not encouraging m the student a
sense of Individuality, creativity, and self reliance. Obviously, a
question emerges of how the community college encourages self reliance.
The number of Instructors who would willingly assume this as an
objective of their classroom might be rather small. The task of self-
reliance strikes one as a job taking many years, not one semester.
Yet, In a sense perhaps some Instructors could stir up In their stu-
dents a sense of beginning to stand on their own two feet. Especially
Interesting was any possible connection between this encouragement of
self reliance and the xose of the communication skills. Both groups
were asked to respond to the appropriateness of this skill to their
teaching. The results appear in Table 9 .
TABLE 9
To Develop Self Reliaxice
( 1 ) ( 2 ) (3) (^) (5)
Control 0 3 1 1 3 11
Experimental 1 0 2 11 14
Statistical tests were applied, with the chi square
4,86 and a significance level of ,3020. No connection between the
experimental group and the issue of self reliance appeared.
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To Familiarize jUie Student with the Discipline and Its Scholarship
.
Given the fondness that many instructors have for their subject, it
should be no surprise to discover that many such teachers might wish
to convey such an affection to their students. Rather than let this
assumption be accepted, comparisons were made between both groups on
this issue.
Faculty may need to reconsider their commitment to this value,
especially since, for many disciplines, students may enroll only in
required survey or introductory courses euid never pursue any higher
level sections. If this short term connection with a discipline be
the case, then this goal may be unattainable. Consequently, other
objectives, such as the ones already cited in this section, might be
in order. A summary of the findings regarding the issue of scholar-
ship as an objective appears in Table 10.
TABLE 10
To Fajniliarize the Student with the Discipline and Its Scholarship
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Control 0 2 0 11 15
Experimental 0 0 0 11 1 ?
As evident by the distributions, faculty members of both groups
are strongly committed to their subject and wish to transmit this to
their students. A chi square score of 2.12 and a level of significance
of .3456 indicated no difference between the two groups in this respect.
E
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This analysis of attitudes toward students has demonstrated a
strong resemblance between the two groups. In only one case did sta-
tistical testing reveal a more than chance difference between the two
groups. Furthermore, In the one attitude toward students where the
two groups deviated, that of enhancing the student's self concept,
the difference was barely significant at the
.05 level.
Despite this one exception, both groups appear to share a common
philosophical ground regarding their function in the classroom.
Furthermore, the two groups have adopted similar assumptions regarding
their professional obligations toward their students and academic
responsibilities towsird their teaching.
If any differences are encountered in their perceived assessments
of students' performance, one more possible explanation has just been
eliminated, namely, differences in their teaching philosophy. Since
both groups operate within a common framework, if differing student
assessments emerge, then the cause(s) for these differences must be
found elsewhere, perhaps in some demographic differences, or in differ
ing levels of teaching satisfaction, or in different types of students
or possibly due to the communication skills utilized in this study.
The next section will explore the demographic features of the experi-
mental group and control group to detect any significant differences.
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A Demographic Examination of the
Control Group and Experimental Group
An ultimate objective of this experiment Is to detect any signi-
ficant differences In the assessments made of student performance by
the two faculty groups. The criteria for eissessment have already been
described In Chapter III; furthermore, the methods of developing the
experimental group and control group have been likewise mentioned. Each
group Is composed of twenty-eight full-time faculty members at Holyoke
Community College for the Fall Semester, I98O.
When significant differences do appear In the evaluations by the
two groups, a possible Interpretation of such differences could Include
Inherent differences between the two groups of faculty. The data that
follow attempt to demonstrate the fundamental similarity of both groups.
Both groups are profiled on the basis of a variety of solid demographic
characteristics which offer documentation to support the claimed resem-
I
blances between the two.
For purposes of economy, all the data have been organized In one
of two ways. In the first place, a substantial amount of Information
was readily summarized In diagram form. When this summary wsls possible,
the data of the control group ajid experimental group have been presented
side by side; am analysis of the data follows the dlcigram. Some
questions, however, could not be answered by a simple "yes" or "no"
response. In those catses where the data did not lend Itself to diagram
form, the results are described In paragraph form. A specific format Is
used, namely, the variable Is mentioned first, followed by the responses
of the two groups. The data appear In parentheses with the responses
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of the control group first, then the responses of the experimental
group. The control group is coded by the letter C and the experi-
mental group by the letter E. An example follows; (_^ G, E)
.
An analysis of the data summarized in Table 11 results in several
interesting points. First, a substantial number of the two groups in
this study are tenured. Indeed, in both groups, more than half (6l^ C,
n% E) are tenured faculty. Interestingly, this apparent guarantee of
employment does not correspond to the numbers of faculty who regarded
community college teaching as their first choice of career; infact,
the two sample groups have almost identical percentages of people who
regarded teaching as their calling (50^ G, 53^ E). Of those faculty
employed in another capacity prior to entering teaching, the differences
between the percentages of the two groups might suggest some signifi-
cajice { 71% G, 5;^ E)
.
A substantial number of faculty (43^ G, ^7% E) are presently in
the process of acquiring other skills unrelated to their discipline.
The data, therefore, seem to suggest adjustments to the teaching pro-
fession, either by changing one's attitudes toward this profession or
by securing an outside skill. While these skills may not enhance the
individual's teaching effectiveness, they certainly may serve to reduce
his level of status discrepauicy or economic frustration in a college
position that offers infrequent promotions and modest financial incre-
ments.
A traditional method used by accrediting eigences, such as the New
England Association of Golleges and Secondary Schools, in their assess-
ment of a community college, relies on the degrees held by that
117
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institution's faculty. While a tendency may exist to deify creden-
tials, the possession of degrees in a college's teaching staff may
demonstrate a dimension of training and professionalism. An attempt,
such as this dissertation has made, to offer in-house training to per-
sonnel with graduate school training needs to be calibrated to the
sophistication of that staff. An exajtiination of the educational level
of the experimental and control group follows.
Community colleges have been regarded as institutions comprised of
individuals with some graduate training but without terminal degrees.
Holyoke follows that pattern. A very small number of faculty have
earned a Ph.D. ( 14^ C, E), while only a few other faculty from both
groups (1?^ G, 4^ E) are pursuing this degree. Together, they comprise
less than 2^ of the two groups.
The above-mentioned degree. Doctor of Philosophy, reflects sub-
stantive scholarship in a traditionally academic field of endeavor. By
way of contrast, the Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) usually demonstrates a
commitment to teaching rather than research. Since community colleges
axe more oriented to teaching, a greater number of Ed.D. degrees might
be expected. However, in this study, only one faculty member (experi-
mental group) cited the possession of this credential. Such a low
number was very surprising in a full-time faculty of one himdred thirty-
three instructors; consequently, an examination of the faculty roster
for I98O-8 I was completed in order to investigate the possibility of a
sampling error in the representation of degrees held. A count of
instructors with the D. Ed. revealed only four faculty members with
this degree. Two inferences might be drawn from this degree analysis
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of the entlxe population. In the flxat plane, the co^unlty college
has an unusually low number of people with this degree, a fact with
many Implications. Secondly, the sample of faculty with the Ed. D. In
this sample Is an accurate representation of the entire faculty.
The faculty volunteers were examined for other graduate education.
More than eight of ten respondents ( 86^ C, E) reported Master’s
Degrees. Of the total, the Master’s Degree In Education or Teaching
totalled less than ( 3.6 ^ 0, 3.® E). The Ulance were Master’s
Degree in Arts or Master’s in Science.
^ In addition to a low number of graduate degrees in education, a
low number of faculty had earned education credits in their college
careers. Almost three out of five faculty members ( 56?g) reported less
than twelve credits of education courses. Little more than one of five
teachers {21%) had completed work in education amounting to an under-
graduate major, twenty-four credits. Indeed, less than one in ten
faculty ( 8^) possessed Bachelor's Degrees in Education.
The data seem to imply a bias against the Education degree, either
by the administration who recruit faculty or by individuals who choose
college teaching. This proclivity toward the traditional academic
degree parallels a pronounced strain in degrees from private rather
than public institutions. The sample revealed a substantial number of
faculty (39^ C, k'yfo E) with graduate degrees from private institutions.
In undergraduate degrees as well, there exists a less pronounced, but
still very real, tendency toward private institutions; specifically.
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™ore than one-half ( C. 5^!^ E) of the fac^ty sampled ea^ed their
Bachelor's Degree In a private Institution. As for those nine faculty
pursuing further graduate work, some are concentrating on the Ph. D.
( 7« C, E), two (both from the experimental group) are pursuing a
D. Ed., and one (from the control group) is about to receive an M. A.
In an effort to meet the responsibilities of caring for their
students, a significant number of faculty offer a variety of office
hours to maximize access. A substantial number of faculty ( 6ij^ C,
86% E) include office hours before class, another four out of five
( 82% C, 89% E) schedule such an hour between classes, and many faculty
from both groups {79% G, 92% E) offer this hour after their classes
are done. Although this wide variety of office hours might appear to
offer maximiam access to the instructor, a rather large number of
faculty respondents (6l% C, 59% E) reported their office hours under-
u't'illzed, with few students appearing.
Other than office hours, there is little faculty involvement out-
side the classroom. For example, more than eight of ten faculty in
the sample groups {89% G, 79% E) demonstrated no involvement in any
student activity or club. In addition, a number of faculty reported
that they never ventured out in a class-related field trip (68% G,
71% E). Furthermore, guest speakers were a rare commodity in most
classes; more than one in two faculty reported that they rarely brought
in a guest speaker (6l% G, ^C% E) and ajiother large group of faculty
( 40^ G, 4^ E) categorically declined to have such a practice.
Faculty involvement with students appears, therefore, to be
restricted to that fifty-minute hour three times a week, plus an
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occasional laboratory experience of two or three hours a week. Other
Indications also exist to suggest faculty who regard themselves as
overworked. Nearly one In three (y» a, E) cited a sutetantlal
distance between their classroom and their office. A different
building or another corridor were commonly mentioned In these cases.
Ihe Image of faculty running from class to class and from one particular
part of a building to another part seems common.
This picture of harried teachers suggests that students may not
have as much access to them as desirable. While student satisfaction
with faculty availability needs to be explored, the research does
suggest that faculty do have difficulty in reaching their students.
This situation emerges dramatically when an instructor wishes to con-
tact a student outside of claiss. Outside communication poses a for-
midable problem for many faculty. Efforts to contact their students
are thwarted by a situation where most of the faculty in this sample
( 7^ G, 6^ E) can call only within the college. An equivalent number
from both groups {21% G, 21^ E) have limited access to the immediate
area. Thus, even the most dedicated faculty may confront the vexing
problem of having no communication access to students in need of
contact.
Furthermore, many faculty demonstrated a lack of awareness of some
college facilities available for their students. More than one of four
faculty ( 43^ G, 2^ E) in these two groups expressed a lack of fajniliar-
ity with the Learning Resource Genter (LRG). Designed to be a multi-
faceted operation, the Genter offers tutoring to students troubled by
a particular discipline, reading workshops for those hampered with
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poor sentence comprehension, and general assistance to those Impaired
by physical handicaps. Of those faculty familiar with the Center,
similar numbers from both groups { 67% C, 511^ E) regard it as adequately
meeting the needs of the students.
Thus fax, the data have compared the experimental group and
control group in terms of twenty-four items that offered a "yes-no"
response. Overwhelmingly, the two groups demonstrated a remarkable
resemblance. Indeed, only six questions resulted in a difference of
more than four people from one group in comparison to the other group;
they appear at the bottom of Table 11 . Furthermore, a common thread
runs througli these last six questions. Four of them are not strictly
demographic In nature, but rather exploratory; consequently, einy
difference between them may be of no consequence in claiming a basic
similarity between the two groups.
Other data also exist that required individual tables. An exami-
fis-fion of this information is now in order. The topics about to be
covered include a comparison of the two groups in terms of age, sex,
divisional affiliation, rank, and years since last promotion.
The faculty members in the sample for this study are relatively
young. Nearly half of the respondents are less than forty (46% C,
46% E), and much smaller percentages are in their sixties (18% G,
2^ E) , the traditional decade for thoughts of retirement. Althou^
institutions are prohibited by federal statute from imposing retirement
on their teaching faculty, many college teachers are inclined to regeird
their middle sixties as a time to prepare for leaving the teaching
profession.
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Since lateral mobility from community college to community college
is increasingly difficult, the amount of turnover in faculty positions
is dependent upon retirement rather than recruitment. Given the rela-
tively young age of these two groups, which comprise more than two-
fifths of the entire Holyoke Community College faculty, retirement is
an unlikely source of new blood and new ideas for the existing faculty.
This teaching body faces, therefore, a very real risk of ideological
stagnation. A summary of the age breakdown for both groups appears
in Table 12.
TABLE 12
Age of Seunple Groups
20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60+-
Control 2 11 10 5 0
Experimental 2 11 6 7 2
In addition to the similarity in the age composition of the two
groups, a relative resemblance characterizes their proportion of males
and females. While 46% of the control group were male, 64% of the
experimental group were male. Correspondingly, 5^ of the control group
and 36% of the experimental group were female. A summaxy of both
groups in terms of gender appears on the next page in Table I 3 .
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TABLE 13
Gender of Sajnple Groups
Male Female
Control 13 15
Experimental 18 10
The divisional affiliation of the faculty sample can be easily
presented, as shovm in Table 14
.
TABLE 14
Divisional Affiliation of Sample Groups
Control Experimental
Business Administration 2 2
Social Sciences 6 4
Humanities 6 8
Biology 6 5
Math-Physics 4 4
Health Related 4 6
Despite their relatively young cige, a large number of the sample
groups have spent a considerable number of years teaching at Holyoke
Community College. More than three-fifths of the respondents from each
group ( 64^ C, 6^ E) have been teaching at this institution between five
and twelve years; furthermore, an Identical percentage from each group
has been employed here for more than seventeen years C, 4^ E) .
These data offer further evidence of a very stable teaching population
and a basic similarity between the two groups.
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For many of the teachers, this institution has been their first
employer in the realm of higher education. A relatively small per-
centage (21^ C, 21^ E) have taught five or more years elsewhere. If
the variable of high school teaching is considered, a small number of
both groups (26^) acknowledge this level of teaching for five or more
years. A summary of the data regarding years of teaching at Holyoke
Community College is listed in Table 15.
TABLE 15
Years of Teaching at Holyoke Community College
1-4 5-8 9-12 13-16 17+
Control 6 8 10 3 1
Experimental 2 6 12 7 1
Despite the longevity of service to the community college in my
sample
,
the professioiial rankings of the sample groups are very evenly
distributed. Slightly more than one-half of both groups (50% C, E)
are full professors or associate professors. Less than one-third
(3^ C, 2% E) qualify as assistant professors, while a substantial
number are instructors (18% C, 18% E) . Given the average number of
years that the faculty have served the college, it is surprising not to
find the rankings top heavy. Indeed, a virtual split seems to exist
between the top two professional ranks (50% C, 5^ E) and the bottom
two (49% C, 46% E) . These data serve to suggest a developing congestion
in the higher rajikings, unrelieved by the remote possibility of large
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scale retirements! consequently, lower ranking faculty may be experl
enoing a lack of recognition and Incentive In the form of promotions
and/or raises. A summary of the groups In terms of academic ranks
appeeirs in Table 16.
TABLE 16
Professional Ranks of Sample Groups
Full Assoc. Ass ' t Instructor
Prof. Prof. Prof.
Control 869 3
Experimental 788 5
Further testimony to this potential problem is available in the
information on years since last promotion. Approximately one-third of
the sample (3^ C, '}6% E) have seen five years or more elapse since
their last promotion. A substantial number (4^ G, 2^ E) have never
experienced the reality of a promotion. Thus, during the past five
years, over two-thirds of the faculty sample (79^ C, 6l% E) have not
received a very Important indication of college recognition—a promo-
tion to a higher rank.
Promotions are, of course, not supposed to be given automatically
to faculty. Rather, they serve as an acknowledgement of excellence in
academic endeavors. On the level of the community college, these
efforts usually focus on teaching. Community college faculty who have
distinguished themselves by their teaching axe theoretically the
recipients of academic advancement. One may argue that the faculty
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without a promotion for over five years and those without a promotion
ever have failed to demonstrate their teaching excellence. While such
a contention is appealing since it does imply equity and justice, sub-
sequent data serve to challenge the validity of this assumption.
While the institution has failed to promote many of its faculty in
this sample, it has, at the same time, tenured almost two-thirds
(6l^ C, 71^ E) of them. Tenure is a dramatic demonstration of a
college's positive regard for its instructor and his/her caliber of
teaching. Therefore, the anomaly of tenured but unpromoted faculty is
a reality at Holyoke Community College. A summary of the two groups in
terms of promotion appears in Table 17.
TABLE 17
Years Since Last Promotion
1-2 3-4 5-6 Never
Control 4 2 5 4 13
Experimental 4 7 8 2 7
In summalcy, the demographic data offer solid documentation to sup-
port claims of the similarity of both groups. While heterogeneous
demographic elements appear within each group, overall the two groups
demonstrate homogeneity. Since both groups are comparable in pro-
fessional rank, tenure status, and levels of training, ary differences
in assessments of students carnot be accounted for by significant
differences in their social, educational, or status characteristics.
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Levels of Satisfaction of
gpi^trol Group and Experimental Group
The demographic data have served to document a fundamental simi-
larity between the experimental group and the control group. This
section of the dissertation will reveal the specific variables used to
discern the resemblance between the two groups. While striking paral-
lels appear In the section just completed, the Issue of satisfaction of
both groups needs to be explored.
Should the two groups reveal significant differences In their
levels of satisfaction In teaching at Holyoke Community College, a
possible result could be varying perceptions of student performance.
Disgruntled teachers may appraise student output very differently than
contented faculty. The issue, then, of group responses to teaching
satisfaction is crucial to this paper.
In deriving data on levels of faculty satisfaction, two techniques
were employed. In the first place, faculty members from both groups
reported their perceived satisfaction. In addition to the data on
reported satisfaction, several other measures of satisfaction were
utilized. These measures include the number of credits taught, the
number of laboratory hours, the student size of the classes, and the
number of separate preparations. These criteria are often cited in
the literature as area-s of faculty concern. Once an optimal number ha^
been reached in these categories, one would expect that faculty satis-
faction will diminish.
Several important results emerge by comparing the two groups on
the basis of these criteria. In the first place, the responses here
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could be compared with the two groups’ reported satisfaction.
Secondly, differences, if any. in dimensions of work load, can be
detected through these questions. Such differences could generate
varying degrees of faculty effectiveness in the classroom and faculty
assessments of students. Thirdly, work load is critical in affecting
faculty morale. If the two groups demonstrate a basic similarity in
these areas, then it is valid to assume both groups axe experiencing
similar levels of satisfaction.
Faculty members in both the control group and the experimental
group were surveyed regarding their level of satisfaction in teaching
at Holyoke Community College. To maocimize the chances of detecting
of degree of satisfaction, the respondents were offered
five possible choices; (1) extremely satisfied; (2) somewhat satisfied;
(e) neutral; (4) somewhat dissatisfied; (5) extremely dissatisfied. In
the following table, the numbers across the top refer to the five
possible responses cited above. With this in mind, the satisfaction
scores of the two g2X)ups appear in Table 18.
TABLE 18
Faculty Levels of Satisfaction
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Control
Experimental
11 10 2 5 0
11 13 0 1 3
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It is important to notice the striking resemblance between the two
groups. Identical numbers of responses for the groups characterize
the extremely satisfied (39% C, 39% E). Furthermore, combining the
first two categories yields a strong similarity in responses of both
groups (7^ C, 85% E), as does the result of combining both levels of
dissatisfaction (1?% G, E) . Chi square is 3.43 and significance
score is .4879 with four degrees of freedom.
An examination of the teaching load of both groups should reveal
any important differences. A summary of work load by group appears
below in Table 19
.
TABLE 19
Credits Taught
1-3 4-7 8-11 12-15 16+
Control 2 3 3 .19 1
Experimental 2 1 7 17 1
A clear parallel emerges from this table. The modal response is in
the 12-15 credit hour load, where nineteen of the control group and
seventeen of the experimental group assigned themselves (6?% C, 6l% E)
.
If the first three response categories were subsumed together, then
eight control and ten experimentaJ. respondents taught less than eleven
hours in this semester (29% C, 3^% E) . Clearly the work loads of the
two groups are basically uniform. A chi square score of 2.71 and a
significaince score of .6073 support the null hypothesis.
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An Issue related to teaching load Is the ajnount of laboratory
hours. Since college administrations regard faculty work In the
laboratory different from wrn* m the classroom, some con^arlson of
the two groups In their amounts of laboratory work Is Important. An
examination of this variable is summarized below in Table 20.
TABLE 20
Laboratory Hours Per Week
0 1-4 5-8 9^
Control 14 0 11 3
3Experimental 13 5 7
The similarity between the two groups speaks for itself. In addition,
statistical tests support the resemblance. A chi square test resulted
in a 5*92 score (three degrees of freedom) aind a significance score of
.1153.
While the two faculty groups being examined display comparable
results regarding their total classroom hours and laboratory hours, a
glimpse of their average student load is also important. Different
levels of satisfaction can result from teachers carrying the same
academic load but with substantial differences in number of students.
Thus, both groups were asked to cite their average student load. The
results axe tabulated in Table 21 on the next page.
While some differences exist, both groups tend to coalesce. For
example, sixteen control group members and fifteen experimental group
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members cite student loads with twenty-six students or more ( 51% C,
E), Furthermore, six of the control members auid eight of the
e3q)erimental members cite twenty students or less (22Jg G, 2^ E)
.
Applying statistical tests to the data results in a chi square of 2.81
(four degrees of freedom) with a significance of
. 5887 .
TABLE 21
Average Class Size
15 or less 16-20 21-25 26-30 31+
Control 1 5 6 3 13
ExperimentaJ. 3 5 5 6 9
Although the data indicated no significant aberrations in student
class size between the two groups, other facts exist that could
generate differences in satisfaction levels of the two groups. A
particularly important issue for college faculty is the number of
separate preparations required in a semester's work load. The data
regarding this issue is summarized in Table 22.
TABLE 22
Number of Preparations
one two three foior five
Control 1 11 14 2 0
Experimental 6 12 6 1
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The data suggest considerable variation In the number of separate
preparations between the two groups. This variation Is especially
noticeable In the seven experimental grcup faculty claiming four or
five preparations and only two control group faculty citing the same
numtor of preparations (7^ C. 2^ E). Statistical tests support the
contention that an Important difference exists between the two groups,
namely a ohl square score of I3.92 (four degrees of freedom) and a
Significance score of
.0075.
The ahove-cited figure is statistically significant at the
.05
level. The two groups indicate real differences in the area of
number of preparations. At first glimpse, this finding could jeo-
pardize the subsequent findings on perceived student performance.
However, closer examination of these data reveals that the experimental
group members are the ones with more separate preparations; therefore,
any positive assessments of students by these faculty cainnot be con-
nected to their lighter work load. Indeed, their work loeui, being
heavier than the control group's, would logically generate greater
disaffection for their job or for their students. If the experimental
group still reports positive assessments of their students, despite
their heavier work load, then some evidence exists that suggest the
effectiveness of the communication skills.
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An Examination of Student Withdrawal Rates In the
Control and Experimental Groups
The day-to-day operation of the community college includes the
student withdrawal process. Student withdrawal in the community
college will assume one of two patterns. In the first case, a student
completes a semester, earns his credit for that semester, and does not
return to the institution. The second case is one wherein the student
removes himself from class, or from the college, prior to completion
of the semester. At Holyoke Community College, the student will then
receive the grade(s) of withdrawal (w), withdrawal passing (WP)
,
or
withdrawal failing (WF). This research is not focussing on students
in the first category. Of those students who withdraw at the end of
the semester, a possible interpretation for this action is that they
received the skill or training they desired. In other words, they
attained >riiat they wanted, although they may not have received a
degree
.
The student vrtio drops out of class sometime after the first week
and before the sixteenth week of the semester is the focus of this
study. The possibility exists here of a student with unmet needs. In
some capacity, the college in general, and the faculty member in parti-
cular, have failed. Although the student may receive a grade of F for
not maintaining attendance, the faculty member may have unintentionally
contributed to this pattern of nonattendance.
A reversal of this substantial withdrawal pattern would serve the
student and the college. Importantly, if faculty members could
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diminish their withdrawal rate, their sense of accomplishment and
effectiveness might be enhanced. The communication skills have teen
designed to be of assistance to faculty In a variety of ways, and this
is one. An appropriate area to explore, then, would be the withdrawal
patterns In the classes of control group and experimental group faculty.
first step In examining withdrawal trends among the faculty
volunteers is an appraisal by them of student withdrawal rates from
past semesters. Statistical tests were then employed to detect any
significant differences between the two groups. The resulting chi
square of 5.87 (four degrees of freedom) and a significance score of
.2087 indicated that no substantive differences existed between the
control group and the experimental group in withdrawal trends from past
semesters. The data are siammarized below in Table 23 .
TABI£ 23
Student Withdrawal Rates from Past Semesters
0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21+
Control 9 8 7 1 3
1
Experimental 11 6 4 6
To update the data gathered from both groups on withdrawal trends
from past semesters, the faculty were then asked to indicate their total
withdrawals for the Fall, I98O semester. Of concern here would be any
significant differences in their present rates of withdrawal. Again,
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statistical tests were applied which led to the acceptance of the null
hypothesis-no significant differences existed between the two groups
in their Fall, I98O withdrawal patterns. Chi square totalled 9.46
(four degrees of freedom) and the significance score was 0 . 0504 . The
data are summarized below in Table 24
.
TABLE 24
Student Withdrawal Rates for Fall, I98O Semester
0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21+
Control 14 730 2
Experimental 10 3 5 7 3
experimental group was then asked to determine the number
withdrawals in those classes where the communication skills were used.
These results were then compared with withdrawals from classes in which
communication skills were not used. The resulting data axe summarized
below in Table 25 .
TABLE 25
Comparative Withdrawal Totals of Experimental Group
0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21+
Classes Not Using
Skills 10 3 3 7 3
Classes Using
Skills 12 636 1
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Statistical tests reveal a chi square of 5.64 (four degrees of freedom)
and a significance of
.3714. No significant relationship between stu-
dent withdrawals and communication skills seemed to result.
A further asjpect of the use of the communication skills involved
ascertaining their frequency of use per week, as well as the number of
sections to which they were applied. These data were derived from the
experimental group only and are summarized below in Tables 26 and 2?.
TABI£ 26
Use of Communication Skills on Weekly Basis
Once a Week 10
Twice a Week 2
Three Times a Week 5
Several. Times per Class 11
TABLE 27
Instructor's Number of Sections with Use of Skills
One 4
Two 7
Three 3
Four 13
Five 1
Thus far, the data have yielded no significant relationship between
student withdrawal rates and the two faculty groups being tested. The
seriousness of the issue of withdrawal warranted a deeper exploration of
other factors that might affect this student practice. Thus, withdrawal
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trends In both the control and experlnental group were ooepared with
ten other variables, (a) education credits earned, (2) the number of
community college credits earned as a student, (3) possession of a
Ph. D., (4) possession of the Ed. D., (5) teaching as a first or second
choice career, (6) present acquisition of other skills, (7) frequency
of use of audio-visual aids, (8) time lapse since last promotion, (9)
familiarity with the Learning Resource Center, and (lo) the faculty
member's appraisal of his student class load. These data are summarized
on the next page in Table 28.
These ten variables were chosen to test the two groups of faculty
members in terms of their withdrawal rates because these questions
explore five basic facets of the faculty member's teaching character.
His educational background is tapped (education credits earned, com-
munity college credits earned), his level of training for teaching
(Ph. D., Ed. D.), his commitment to teaching (first choice or second
choice, acquisition of other skills), his attempts at innovation in
teaching (use of audio-visual aids, use of Learning Resource Center),
and his career development (years since last promotion, assessment of
student load)—aJ-l are exeimined.
An examination of the data on the above-mentioned variables offers
a mixed picture. For many of them, the tests of significance offer no
indications of any serious relationship between the particular variable
and the issue of student withdrawal. For others, the chi square scores
approximated but did not quite reach acceptable levels of significance.
However, several of the responses did exceed the values of chi
square at the .05 level, vdiich led to a rejection of the null
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hypothesis; consequently, some relationship exists between student
withdrawal and the faculty member's feeling of the class size as too
large, the length of time since last promotion, education credits, and
the absence of a Ed. D. A borief review of each of these is in order.
The most dramatic relationship emerged between withdrawal and
the faculty group's appraisal of class size. For those instructors
in both groups, when they perceived their student class load as too
large, an apparent connection emerged with withdrawal rates. A very
large chi square score of 12.62 resulted (four degrees of freedom),
with a level of significance of .0133. At the
.05 level, this
finding is more than chance
. Some dyneunic interaction may be occurring
here. Indeed, a very subtle interplay of events may unfold starting
with a teacher who feels overburdened with too majiy students. In
response, he may choose behaviors that serve, unconsciously perhaps,
to discourage students and drive them out of the class. In effect,
the overworked faculty generates the discouraged withdrawing student.
Vn^en the issue of time lapse since last promotion is con-
sidered, a strong chi square score emerges for those faculty with a
five-year gap. The score is 10.18 (four degrees of freedom) and the
level of significance is .0375* Although the scores on chi square
were not statisticaJ-ly significant for those with greater time lapses
since their last promotion, these scores were very high. The im-
pression is quite clear that unrecognized faculty may not be motivated
to address student needs.
Interestingly, the number of education credits taken appears
statistically significant in its relationship with student withdrawal
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rates. This connection seems to apply only for those respondents from
both groups who cited 0-6 education credits taken. In other words,
the fewer education credits a faculty member has, the higher his with-
drawal rate tends to be. In this case, a chi square reading of 10.11
(four degrees of freedom) and a level of significance of .O385 re-
sulted.
In a related matter, faculty members from both groups demon-
strated a statistically significajit relationship between the absence
of an Ed. D. and the number of withdrawals. For those faculty from
both groups who responded negatively to owning the Ed. D., a chi
square of 9*8? derived (four degrees of freedom) and a level of signi-
ficance of .0426 resulted. Clearly, George Bernard Shaw notwithsteind-
ing, some advantage exists in training education theory and methods
insofar as student withdrawal is concerned.
Despite these exceptions, both the experimental group and the
control group have displayed basic similarities in the variable of
student withdrawal. Since similar numbers of students withdraw from
the classes of both groups, then the student population served by
both groups seems to be similar, at least in terms of meeting the
demands of the faculty. Consequently, if the two groups report
differences in appraisals of student performance, this difference can-
not be explained by differing student populations.
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Appr&ls&l of* St-ud.sri'b Porfomianco by
Control Group aind Experimental Group
Members of both groups were asked to compare students In their
classes for the Fall, I98O semester with students in the same course(s)
from earlier semesters. The criteria for comparison (presented here in
descending order of correlation with use of the communication skills)
included: student requests for faculty assistance, student discussions
with faculty outside of class, completion of assignments, grades,
of'fice visits by students, student enthusiasm, student participation,
attendance, and withdrawal rate. In making these comparisons, the
faculty members could choose from one of four categories. For purposes
of economy in this section, the faculty choices have been indicated by
the niombers across the top of each of the tables. The choices for the
faculty assessments were: (l) much better; (2) somewhat better;
(3) no difference; (4) worse. A fifth choice, much worse, was offered
but is not cited in the tables because no responses from either group
fell into that category.
Student Requests for Faculty Assistance . An importauit measure of the
effectiveness of the communication skills lay in their encourcigement of
students to seek help. A number of studies described in Chapter II of
this dissertation cited the paxadox of student reluctance to seek
faculty assistance despite their urgent need for this help. The com-
munication skills cire examined here in terms of their enticing students
to seek out their instructors. The results are shown in Table 29.
TABIE 29
Student Requests for Faculty Assistance
(1) (2) (3) ('*)
Control 1 2 16 9
Experimental 7 5 14 2
Twelve of the fifteen faculty (80^) who expressed a perceived
improvement in student requests for help were experimental group mem-
bers; furthermore, of those eleven reporting fewer requests for help
during the semester, only two (I89S) were from this group. Indeed,
vriiile only 10^ of the control group cited an increase in student
requests, this saime request totalled more than 40^ in the experimental
group. On a statistical basis, the raw chi square was 10.37 (three
degrees of freedom) ajid the level of significance was .OI56 . Clearly,
a connection exists between the communication skills of teachers and
requests for help by students. The data suggest that students have
begun to see facility members in the experimental group as sources of
help and guidance. The implications of this changed perception need
to be explored.
Student Discussion with Faculty Outside the Classroom . This paper has
already explored the issue of student requests for faculty assistance
due to academic difficulty. Attention needs to be paid to those stu-
dents who do not experience academic difficulties in their studies
but wish to pursue further understanding of the subject. Effective
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faculty conmunloation could encourage the serious college student to
discuss the subject outside the classroom. The data comparing per-
ceived rates of student-initiated discussion outside the classroom with
faculty members appear in Table 30.
Table 30
Student-Initiated Discussion Outside the Classroom
(1) (2) ( 3 ) (^)
Control 1 3 13 11
Experimental 6 3 17 2
The results are startling in the vivid contrast between the
groups. In the first place, eleven (695^) of the fifteen faculty
reporting increases in the aunount of student discussion outside the
classroom are experimental group members; furthermore, of the thirteen
reporting a decrease in such discussions, only two (l^S) were experi-
mental group members* Statistical tests revealed a raw chi square
score of 10*3 (three degrees of freedom) and a significance of .0159*
Clearly, evidence exists providing a strong connection between the use
of the communication skills and encouraging students to seek out
faculty members for discussion.
Completion of Assignments by Students , A valuable measure of student
motivation is the rate of assignments completed, A teacher vdio has
sparked the interest and aroused the curiosity of students will see this
reflected in students' work outside the classroom. This researcher's
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personal experience, along with evidence from the literature, indicates
this issue of assignments a problem area for instructors. Control
group faculty and experimental group faculty reported their experience
with this problem for Fall, I98O. The data for this dimension appear
in Table 31
•
TABLE 31
Student Completion of Assignments
(1) (2) (3) (^)
Control 0 8 15 5
Experimental 4 12 12 0
The data reveal a pronounced tendency among experimental group
faculty to claim improvement in this area of student behavior; speci-
fically, sixteen ( 67^) of the respondents citing student improvement
were experimental group members. In addition, of the five claiming
a deterioration in student performance in this area, none of them were
experimental group members. This data was tested statistically. The
raw chi square came out at 10.1 (three degrees of freedom) and the
level of significance was an impressive .0173*
Grades . Faculty members in both groups were asked to compare the
grades of their students for the Fall, I98O semester with students'
grades in the same subject(s) in earlier semesters. The results are
presented in Table 32 on the next page.
14?
TABLE 32
Grades
(1) (2) (3) W
Control 0 6 14 8
Experimental 4 7 16 1
A closer inspection of this data reveals that more thain two-thirds
(77^) of faculty reporting improved grades were members of the experi-
mental group ; furthermore
,
of the nine faculty reporting worse grades
for this semester, only one belonged to the experimental group. The
raw chi square was 9.6540 with three degrees of freedom. Importantly,
the significance score was .0217, suggesting likely relationships be-
tween grade improvement and the use of communication skills by faculty.
Office Visits by Students . Faculty members at Holyoke Community College
average five office hours per week. In terms of student demand for
appointments, this faculty time is underutilized. This study attempted
to explore whether students would visit, to a greater extent, faculty
members who used the communication skills compaxed to the faculty in
the control group. The data appeax in Table 33*
TABLE 33
Office Visits by Students
(1) (2) (3) ('*)
Control 2 3 9
Experimental 6 8 11 3
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Of the nineteen faculty citing Increased student visits, four-
teen (7^) were experimental group members. Of the faculty citing a
perceived decline in student visits compared to earlier semesters,
three (2^) belonged to the experimental group. One in two of the
experimental group recognized an Increase in student visits, whereas
one in three of the control group claimed a decrease in the same acti-
vity. The raw chi square score was 7.63 (three degrees of freedom)
and the significance was
.0542, a very borderline score. Although not
statistically significant, the data suggest that a relationship exists
between these two factors. Further study would certainly be appro-
priate in this case
.
Student Enthusiasm in Class
. A particularly enjoyable experience for a
teacher is a class whose students are alert, vocal, and responsive to
the material. Instructors concerned about their teaching are usually
interested in techniques that will generate such enthusiasm. Accord-
ingly, the data were suialyzed for einy relationship between student en-
thusiasm and the communication skills. The results appear in Table 34.
TABLE 34
Student Enthusiasm in Class
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Control
Experimental
3 5 14 6
7 9 11 1
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While sixteen experimental faculty reported greater student
enthusiasm, eight control faculty cited the same chajige. Furthermore,
of the seven faculty who cited a worsening direction of student
enthusiasm, six were control group members and only one belonged to
the experimental group. In other words, 67% of the faculty reporting
improvement in student enthusiasm were also using the skills, while
only 14^ of the faculty reporting a worsening in student enthusiasm
were in the same group. The application of statistical tests to this
data revealed a raw chi square of 6.6? (three degrees of freedom) and
a significance of .083. While these results axe not statistically
significant, further work needs to be done in exploring the relation-
ship between faculty members' teaching styles and students' level of
enthusiasm.
Student Pairtlcipation . Many college instructors regaxd the classroom
as a place of intellectual ferment, of questioning and discussion.
This premise assumes a classroom with highly verbal students.
Ironically, the literature indicates that mary community college
students have difficulty in verbal expression. To what extent did
the communication skills encourage student expression? An attempt to
test the effectiveness of communication skills in stimulating student
participation yielded the results given in Table 35*
Over half (53^) of the faculty reporting improved student parti-
cipation for Fall, 1980 were experimental group members. Of the six
faculty claiming a decline in student participation, one was an experi-
mental group member. Raw chi square totalled 4.53 (three degrees of
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freedom); furthermore, the level of signlficaince was .2091. Unfor-
tunately, statistical testing indicates a very remote connection
between student participation and the communication skills.
TABLE 35
Student Participation
(1) (2) (3) (^)
Control 2 9 12 5
Experimental 5 7 15 1
Student Attendance Patterns . A very frustrating behavior pattern of
students at community colleges is erratic classroom attendance. No
matter how concerned and dedicated the faculty member is to his/her
students, that instructor's classroom efforts will be ineffectual if
people fail to attend consistently. The experimental and control
groups appraised student attendance rates for the Fall, 1980 semester
with previous semesters. The results are presented in Table 36.
TABLE 36
Student Attendance Patterns
(1) (2) (3) (^)
Control 7 ^ 13 ^
Experimental '/ k 17 0
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The percentages of each group citing some degree of improvement
were identical; indeed, the only discrepancy between the two groups
occurred in the faculty reporting worse attendajice patterns. While
four control group members fell into this last category, no experimental
group member expressed this perception. The raw chi square score was
4.53 (three degrees of freedom) and the significance was
.2093. It
appears, t^ierefore, that the communication skills may have inconse-
quential effects upon student attendance patterns.
Student Withdrawal Rate
. An academic problem of major proportion that
appears among many community colleges is student withdrawal from
classes or even from school. Chapter II contained an entire section
on this problem, detailing the dimensions and patterns of this
behavior. This dissertation explored the relationship, if any,
between withdrawal rates from Holyoke Community College auid the use of
the communication skills. Faculty from both groups reported on their
classroom withdrawal patterns and the results axe summcirized in
Table 37.
TABLE 37
Student Withdrawal Rate
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Control 5 4 11 8
Experimental 6 2 I6 4
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The total number of faculty reporting improvements in the with-
drawal patterns are strikingly similar—eight experimental members and
nine control group members. However, in the area where faculty re-
ported increasing trends in withdrawal, twice as many control group
members (eight) cited this condition compared to the experimental
group (four). Applying statistical tests give the following results;
raw chi square was 3»01 (three degrees of freedom) and significcince
was .3890. The data fail to suggest Importance beyond any chance
connection.
This section has summarized and analyzed an appraisal of student
performance by the experimental group and the control group. This
appraisal utilized nine variables of student classroom or academic
activity for the Fall Semester, I98O. Through the use of statistical
tests, perceived differences appealed between appraisals by experimen-
tal group and control group faculty in five areas; furthermore, these
differences were found to be significant at the .05 level. In other
words, these differences could have been the result of chance in five
occasions out of one hundred. Under these clrcumstcLnces, it is valid
to claim a relationship exists between improved student performance and
the use of communication skills in experimental group members' classes.
This paper has already demonstrated a fundamental similarity
between the experimental group and the control group. Both groups
reveal resemblances in their teaching objectives amd attitudes toward
students. In addition, both groups seem to possess parallel demo-
graphic characteristics. Thirdly, both groups share similar sentiments
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regarding their satisfaction with teaching at Holyoke Community
College. Lastly, neither group revealed any dramatic differences in
student withdrawal patterns from their claisses in Fall, I98O. All
four of these comparisons offer documented evidence to sustain claims
of equivalence between the two groups.
The communlca'tion skills may, therefore, have performed a valuable
service to the faculty member and student. With the proper utilization
of these skill's, a faculty member may be more responsive to students as
human beings with intrinsic dignity. When students sire convinced of
getting this recognition, a sense of inhibition, a fear of ridicule
may subside. Thus, many faculty may feel more effective with students
and students may feel more comfortable with them.
Of peurtlcular interest is the common thread that runs through
three aspects of improved student performance. Student requests for
help, student office visits, eind discussion outside the classroom are
student-initiated behaviors. The communication skills utilized by
the experimental group faculty seemed to generate a willingness on
the paxt of the student to reach out without fear of rejection.
Whether motivated by academic or personal needs, students seem ready
to seek the assistance of their instructor. Since mainy instructors
are oriented to their students, the one catalyst needed—namely, a
teaching technique that demonstrates clear concern for students
—
appeajTS now available in the form of communication skills.
Interestingly, experimental group faculty claimed their students
also completed their assignments to a greater extent than did earlier
students. Many faculty regard completed homework assignments as a
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demonstration of the student's commitment to the subject. Many dis-
affected faculty are characterized by a conviction that students do
not care or are not interested and they cite low frequency of completed
assignments as evidence of such lack of interest. If the communication
skills help to enlarge the percentage of completed assignments, then
a valuable service to faculty results. For a teacher to remain com-
mitted to his craft, he must maintain the conviction that his efforts
are recognized as important and his directives will be taken seriously.
Improved grade performance is the leist area in which experimental
group faculty's responses were statistically significant when compared
with the report of the control group. The problem of flunking out of
community colleges is not as acute
€ls the washout rate of four-year
colleges and universities. It does, nonetheless, appear in the form
of substantial academic probations atnd occasional administrative
requests for withdrawal. If the communication skills serve to reverse
this pattern, then they perform a vital service in the academic
careers of many students.
Unfortunately, the communication skills did not serve to enhauice
student attendance nor to diminish student withdrawal. Furthermore,
the data do not suggest any significant improvement in student
enthusiasm or participation in class. The issue, though, of withdrawal
is the crucial one for many students. Whether quiet or talkative in
class, a student's presence in class is preferable to his erratic
absences or permanent withdrawal. More work needs to be done here on
the communication skills to reverse these alarming patterns of student
behavior.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This dissexiiaiion has explored "the effects of implemen.'ting a
series of coimnunicat-ion skills in the classrooms of twenty-ei^'t
volunteer faculty • These skills were applied in one or more classes
of the volunteer faculty over the entire Fall Semester, I98O. At the
conclusion of the semester, these faculty measured the effects of the
skills through their assessment of student performance on the basis of
nine criteria.
The process of gathering asd analyzing the data has also revealed
a variety of other issues unrelated to this dissertation but pertinent
to the community college. These issues address the very existence of
the community college, the staff which operates it, and the students
it serves.
One specific area that warrants attention is the philosophy upon
which the community college is based. The research indicates that many
faculty assumptions about students are the same as those held by
faculty a generation eigo. These assumptions include beliefs that stu-
dents are eager to learn, that they have been adequately prepared for
college, and that they come from a secure social class background.
Such notions are reasonable Inasmuch as most of the faculty hold-
ing them were characterized in that manner when they were students.
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Since these instructors enjoy learning, have received training in
the basic educational skills, and are products of a fairly stable
home, then they act as if their students are probably in comparable
circumstances
.
Uj^o^bunately
,
this assumption needs a very close scrutiny
t
Many community college students carry with them into the classroom a
variety pf personal, social, and economic handicaps. Incapacitated
by them, many students are unable to respond to the opportunity of a
college experience.
Further research is needed, then, in the type of expectations
held by faculty toward their students. Once these expectations and
assumptions crystallize, the faculty need to review them in terms of
their "fit" with the community college student. A consequence of this
research may be a discovery by faculty members of the incompatibility
between what they aissume students are coming from and what indeed they
are coming from.
Very possibly, faculty might begin to reexamine the tenets of and
reeisons for teaching community college students. Research could be
Invaluable here in determining the extent of student problems with self
concept, or the extent of confusion over personal and social goals.
Furthermore, research could explore the possibility of community
colleges' assistance of students with past educational deficiencies or
disadvantaged backgrounds.
Another area of research would be the return of college faculty
to the university for further training, especially in education.
Research needs to explore the possibility of college instructors
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returning to the classroom as students in order to renew their per-
sonal enthusiasm and update their teaching styles. This recommenda-
tion has been reached because of the apparent connection between edu-
C3"tion credits taken and student withdrawal rates.
A particularly acute problem that the dissertation uncovered is
the remote possibility, for most faculty, of promotion. Countless
studies on the work force have documented the connection between recog-
nition of performance eind worker morale. While the focus of this
study has been on well-educated professionals, these teachers are also
responsive to the power of social recognition, especially in the form
of promotions. Ironically, the rate of promotions, as well as the raw
number, is dwindling. Movement to a higher rank is a difficult task
and elusive goal.
Financial exigencies have served to tighten up the possibility of
advancement. While limited public revenue for education is becoming a
fact of life in the 1980's, a disregard by the college administration
for the recognition needs of its faculty will have deleterious effects.
Research is needed, therefore, to explore alternative avenues of
faculty recognition. If promotion to a higher rank is an unlikely
reward, then other rewards are urgently needed.
In a related area, college faculty appear to be assigned an exces-
sive number of separate preparations. A significant number of faculty
have cited this matter of separate preparations as excessive. An
administrative tendency to hold teachers responsible for three or four
preparations per semester is reminiscent of high school.
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Indeed, many people seem to see the community college eis an
extension of high school. A vigorous campaign is needed to instruct
the public in the unique nature of the community college, both in
terms of its mission and its contribution to the student. Such a
campaign would help to clarify what this type of institution is and
what it is not. Most importantly, the idea of the junior college as
equivalent to grades I3 and 14 needs to be discouraged.
Faculty members also need to make themselves more accessible to
students. While office hours axe one facet of such availability, new
avenues of access to students need to be explored. This dissertation
has uncovered a tendency for many faculty to "teach and go." Of
course, they may be employed elsewhere due to financial necessity.
However, some vehicle needs to be developed vdiereby faculty and stu-
dents caji have more interactions with each other. Ironically, the
newly opened Cajnpus Center at Holyoke Community College, to be for-
mally dedicated in April, I98I, has separate eating facilities for
faculty and students. Such a structure militates against aji open ex-
change between instructor and student in an Informal arrangement.
Despite these problems, the dissertation has led to several
encouraging conclusions. The communication skills do seem to produce
positive results. Student grades improved, as did the rate of completed
assignments. Clearly, students benefited in very tangible ways from
the classes of instructors using the communication skills. Further-
more, students appeared to come out of their shells. In seeking
faculty members out in their offices, students seemed to regaxd the
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faculty as more accessible and less intimidating. Possibly the com-
munication skills helped to remove from faculty an aura of aloofness
that discourages student-initiated visits.
Unfortunately, some of the skills could not be Implemented due to
certain classroom problems. For example, class loads of thirty-five
students prevent the use of certain skills. Furthermore, certain
curricula lend themselves to pushing students through an exhaustive
program of treiining the student for a career without educating the
student for life. Lastly, problems of social class differences genera-
ted certain misunderstandings between faculty and student, a condition
that hampered the use of several of the skills.
The communication skills did not seem to succeed in reversing
the pattern of student withdrawals during the semester. Student with-
drawals pose a formidable problem in the community college which needs
urgent attention. Many students lost through this process might have
been salvaged through some faculty intervention. Unfortunately, the
techniques implemented here did not seem to serve that purpose.
In a similar: vein, the communication skills did not appear" to
increase student attendance. Missing classes, like withdrawing from
them, is all too common among community college students. Erratic
attendance patterns do not help the student in his learning process;
indeed, as is well known, missed classes put the student at a real
disadvantage. The job remains to be done to develop student motivation
to attend class.
l6o
Concluding Statement
Despite these limits, the communication skills have been of help
in the classroom. A number of Instructors have expressed their appre-
ciation of and regard for these skills. They readily give testimony
to the effectiveness in relating to their students.
Many obstacles to a genuine encounter exist in social interactions
and these obstacles are many and formidable in the community college
classroom. A particular mentality has developed in faculty and
students that is reminiscent of an adversary relationship. In such a
circumstance, the instructor tends to see the student as someone to
make demands on, to watch closely, ajid to be suspicious of. Some
teachers feel this student will avoid work, resist ideas, and ignore
admonitions. Simi^Larly, students tend to regard the instructor with
some suspicion and scorn. In their minds, the teacher is intent on
making life miserable through the use of grades. Indeed, the grading
system is seen as' a weapon used by faculty to goad and harass students.
With notions like these, the classroom often becomes a battleground of
two opposing forces.
The communication skills performed a vital service in undermining
these prejudices. Faculty began to move about students in the class-
room, without regarding such an action as an intrusion into students'
territory. Furthermore, teachers began to relax with students,
listening to them and welcoming them to their offices. As a partial
consequence of these skills, many instructors demonstrated to the
I6l
students that they care, that students matter, and that they do not
vd.sh to jeopardize the student's vrelfare.
In a similar fashion, students began to show an interest in the
instructor and his class. Feeling more secure, more students requested
additional help of the faculty in understanding the subject. Further-
more, many students approached the faculty outside of class, con-
vinced that the instructor was interested in them not only as students
but also as people.
The communication skills served, therefore, to broaden the range
of human contact between teacher and student. Roles tended to be put
aside and rigid formalities disregarded. Stereotypes of the "hostile
student" and the "aloof teacher" were not supported. A new version of
the classroom exiferience occurred, a version wherein one college
instructor meets a number of college students for as educational
experience that includes an unfolding of each other as people seeking
contact with others. In the process, the classroom becomes a laboratory
in vrtiich the occupants discover not only a new subject but also
themselves
.
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LIST OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS
What follows axe suggestions ajid techniques for faculty members
interested in acquiring interpersonal skills and in improving communi-
cation skills. The strategies have been sepaxated into four areas.
A. Interpersonal Relationships ajid Faculty-Student Interaction
1. Learn students' names, and let them know how you waxt to be
addressed. Be sure to tell them your office location.
2. Have sifter-cla^s conversations (1-5 minutes) with rotating
students
.
3. Have students pick up corrected work in your office instead of
returning the papers in class.
4. Telephone students who axe absent.
5. Solicit feedback from serious, interested students about your
attitude, style, etc.
6. Socialize with students in ways consistent with you.
7. Have at least one personal interview with each student each
semester.
8. Listen closely to student comments and opinions.
9. Avoid value judgments on student confidences.
10.
Organize a "buddy system" (perhaps pairing students up by
major) for absences/work missed.
B. Classroom Style
1. Circulate through the classroom as you lecture in order to
maintain a physical closeness. Don't let props (lectern) create
a barrier.
2. With the mid-term grade provide an explanation of what is
needed to improve.
3. Discuss the fears and apprehensions students may feel.
4. Let students know what resources are available outside of
class.
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5* Fill out an index card with personal information on each
student.
C, Faculty Initiated Activities
1. Hold small group discussions when feasible.
2. Take the initiative in contacting students who are doing
poorly. FoV exeunple, at mid-term or final exaji\ time ask if
a badly failing student will drop out.
3. Watch for the passive student.
4. Take students on a tour of the Learning Resource Center, the
Reading Study Skills Area, atnd the Counseling Center.
5. Work with the counselor with failing students.
6. Provide special tutoring sessions and/or extra classes.
7. Check with other faculty who have the same students.
8. Do a weekly self-evaluation of the class.
D. Student Activities
1. Have students read each others' papers before they turn them
in.
2. If a field trip is planned, have students work on it and make
some of the axTcingements
.
3. Submit sample test questions to the class.
4. Watch for the emergence of student leaders, amd use their skills
to improve student performajice
.
5. Tutored students should report contents and results of their
tutoring.
Encourage students to set specific goals for themselves for
the semester in terms of their learning and their responsi-
bilities.
6.
4APPENDIX B
Questionnaire
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Please write the letter of your einswer in the space provided.
Ncune
1
.
Age 'a. 20-29
b. 30-39
c
. 40-49
d. 50-59
e . 60+’
2
.
Sex a. male
b, female
3 * Years of teaching at Holyoke Community College
a. 1-4
b. 5-8
,
c. 9-12
d. 13-16
e. 17 or more
4
,
Years of teaching at other colleges/community colleges before
coming to Holyoke Community College
a. 0-4
b. 5-8
c. 9-12
d. 13-16
e. 17 or more
5.
6 ,
Yeaxs of teaching below the college level before coming to
Holyoke Community College
a. 0-4
b. 5-8
c. 9-12
d. 13-16
e. 17 or more
Status at
a.
b.
c
.
d.
e
.
Holyoke Community College
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Lecturer
Are you tenured?'
a. yes
b. no
7.
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8 . .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
I.')-
14.
15.
16 .
How many years aigo was your last promotion*?
• a. 1-2
b. 3-4
e
.
5-6
d. 7 or more
e. at my original rank
Divisional affiliation
• a. Business
b. Social Sciences
c
. Humanities
d. Biological Sciences, Math, Physics
e. Health Related
Level of satisfaction with Holyoke Community College
a^ extremely satisfied
b. somewhat satisfied
c
. neutral
d. somewhat dissatisfied
e. extremely dissatisfied
Was teaching your first choice of career?
a. yes
b. no
Did you have another career/occupation before becoming a
teacher?
a. yes
b. no
Are you now exploring the acquisition of other skills?
a. yes
b. no
Have you eamed a Ph. D.?
a. yes
b. no
Have you earned an Ed. D.?
a. yes
b. no
Have you eaxned a M. A./M. S,?
a. yes
b. no
Have you earned a M. Ed.?
a. yes
b. no
17.
Where WcLS your highest degree earned?
• a. private institution
b, public institution
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18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
Where did you eaxn your Bachelor's Degree?
a. private institution
b. public institution
How many credits did you earn as a community college
student?
a. 0-12
b. 13-24
c
. 25-36
d. 37-48
e. 45 or more
How many credits have you eaxned in education courses?
a. 0-6
b. 7-12
c. 13-18
d. 19-24
e. 25 or more
Do you belong to a professional organization?
a. yes
b. no
How often do you read professional and/or educational
journals?
a. never
b. once or twice a year:
c. every few months
d. once a month
e. once a week or more
Have you had any books, papers, or articles published?
a. yes
b. no
Are you currently enrolled in any classes related to your
professional affiliation?
a. yes
b. no
Are you currently pursuing a degree?
a. yes
b. no
26.
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27
. ____
What t^pe of degree are you pursuing?
a. none
b. Ph. D.
c. Ed. D.
d. M. A. or M. S.
e. M. Ed.
28. How many semester hours did you teach this semester?
a. 0-3
b. 4-7
c. 8-11
d. 12-15
e. l6 or more
T
29
.
How many laboratory hours did you have?
a. 0
b. 1-4
c. 5-8
30 .
31.
3?..
33.
34.
35.
How frequently do you use audio-visual aids?
a. never
b. once or twice a semester
c . once a month
d. once every two weeks
e. once a week or more
Do you have office hours before class?
a. yes
b. no
Do you have office hours between classes?
a. yes
b. no
Do you have office hours after class?
a. yes
b. no
How many separate preparations were assigned to you this
semester?
3> • one
b. two
c. three
d. four
e
.
five
What was the average
a. 15 or less
b. 16-20
c. 21-25
d.
e.
26-30
31 or more
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36. .
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
What has been your average total number of withdrawals In
past semesters?
a. 0-5 d. 16-20
b. 6-10 e. 21 or more
c. 11-15
What is your projected total of withdrawals this semester?
a. 0-5 d. 16-20
b. 6-10 e. 21 or more
c. 11-15
Do you use a textbook(s)?
a. ^es
b. no
What is your projected total of withdrawals in cleisses
vrtiere skills were used?
a. 0-5 d. 16-20
b. 6-10 e. 21 or more
c. 11-15
Do you use field trips?
a. yes
b. no
Do you bring in guest speaJcers?
a. never
b. infrequently
c . often
Are you the moderator of any student organization?
a. yes
b. no
How often did you employ the communication skills?
a. once a week
b. twice a week
c
.
three times a week
d. several times in each class
How many sections did you apply these skills to?
a. one d.. four
b. two e. five or more
c
.
three
In your classroom, how much time do you spend at the lectern?
a. 0-25^ c. 51-7^
b. 26- 50?g d. 76- 100^
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46
.
4?.
48 .
49 .
50 .
51 .
52 .
53 .
54.
In your classroom, how often do you move into the middle of
the students?
a. 0-25% c. 5^-7^
h. 26-50% d. 76-100%
How close is your office to most of your classes?
a. right across the hall
b. down the hall
c
. in another corridor
d. in a different building
Do you have easy,^ access to a telephone
a. with an inside college line only
b. with an unlimited outside line
c
. Holyoke only
d. Holyoke/Easthajnpton/Northajnpton
e. Springfield Area
Are you familiar with the staff and facilities of the
Learning Resource Center?
a. yes
b. no
Do you feel the existing facilities at the Leaxning Resource
Center are adequate for serving your students?
a. yes
b. no
Do you encourage your students to seek tutorial help at the
Learning Resource Center?
a. yes
b. no
c. only if they specifically ask for tutorial help
Do most of your students come from similar curricula?
a, yes c. in some sections but not in others
bo no d. uncertain
How many of your students tend to strike up relationships
with each other in your classes?
a. none at all or very few
b. one-third to one-half
c. one-half to two-thirds
d. most of the class
Do you regard your average class size as
a. too large
b . adequate
c . too small
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• The following statements eire designed to elicit yoiar personal
convictions regarding the purpose of a community college. For each
statement, please Indicate the degree to which you agree with the
objective by writing the appropriate number in the blajik.
1 - Strongly Disagree
2 - Disagree
3 - Unsure
4 - Agree
5 - Strongly Agree
I believe the purpose of community college education is
55 * To enhajice the students' self-concept
56. To increase the students' self-confidence
57 * To develop the students' interpersonal skills
58. To familiarize the students with your discipline and its
scholarship
59 * To inspire a love of leaxning
60. To encourage in students a positive regaxd for people of
different cultures and backgrounds
61. To develop in the student a sense of self-reliance
62. To help people from disadvantaged backgrounds develop skills
to improve their life chances
63 • To compensate for past educational deficiencies in basic
skills
64 . To claxify students' goals--personal, social, and
occupational
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Now that you have completed your participation In a field test
using certain counseling techniq^ues In the classroom
,
I would appre-
ciate your answering these questions regarding the merits of this
activity.
Compare this semester's classes In which you used these tech-
niques with past classes. For each item, write the number of what
you think Is the most suitable description.
1 - Much Better
2 - Somewhat Better
3 - No Difference
4 - Worse
5 - Much Worse
65 . Attendance
66. Withdrawal rate
67 . Completed assignments
68 . Grades
69 . Student participation
70 . Enthusiasm
71- Student requests for help
72 . Student office visits
73. Discussion of classroom material outside of class
Write the letter and number of the skills you have used. I
enclose a list of the skills for your convenience.
74 . A1 A2 A3 a4 A5
75 . a6 A7 A8 A9 AlO
76 . B1 B2 B3 B4 B5
77. Cl C2 C3 C4 G5
78. C6 C6 C8 D1 D2
79 . D3 D4 D5 d6
80. Which techniques did you find most helpful? Identify by number
and letter.
81 . Which techniques did you find least helpful?
82. Which techniques are in need of clarification?


